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INTRODUCTION 

North, in Western culture, is the fundamental direction. 
 
As a geographical notion, "the North" can be used to indicate any or all locations in 
the northern hemisphere, from the equator to the North Pole. In relation to the 
United States, all of Canada can be seen as "the North". But within Canada there is 
a whole range of different "Norths", both historically and at present: the "Pays d’en 
Haut" of the voyageurs, the old Northwest, today’s camping and cottage country 
"up north", the northern regions of many of the provinces (differing across the 
country), the northern territories (Yukon, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut), the 
Far North. Each of these reflects a different kind of "nordicity", to use Canadian 
geographer LouisEdmond Hamelin’s now widely adopted term. 
 
Beyond geography, "the North" is also a concept, one that encompasses a broad 
range of meanings and symbolic values. It is an imagined space as well as a space 
for the imaginary, a space of myth as well as a space shaped by myth, by turns cruel 
and ennobling, enigmatic and inspiring, powerful and fragile. The country’s 
"northerness" is often viewed as one of its distinguishing features, a vital element in 
the Canadian identity – even when "the North" in this case may mean only the 
non-urban part of Canada north of the thin populated band hugging the border 
with the United States. It is also a source of pride – "the true North, strong and 
free" – and, increasingly, in an era of climate change, a challenge. Canada’s 
imagined and real Norths have been literary and cultural obsessions for centuries. 
 
The aim of this conference is to explore both the literal and the imaginative aspects 
of the relationship between Canada and "the North" – geographical, economic, 
literary, linguistic, cultural, social, political, diplomatic, environmental. We seek 
submissions from all disciplines that deal with Canada and Canadian Studies. 
 
 
 
 
Zagreb, October, 2015 Conference Organizers 
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INTRODUCTION 

Le "Nord" est, dans la culture occidentale, le point cardinal fondamental. 
 
En tant que notion géographique, "le Nord" peut désigner un ou tous les lieux 
situés dans l’hémisphère nord, de l’équateur jusqu’au pôle nord. Depuis la 
perspective des Etats-Unis, le Canada tout entier peut être considéré comme "le 
Nord". Mais on trouve à l’intérieur du Canada toute une gamme de "Nords", 
conjugués à la fois au passé et au présent : les "Pays-d’en-haut", l’ancien Nord-
Ouest, la campagne "dans le Nord" où se développent aujourd’hui le camping et les 
résidences secondaires, les régions septentrionales de plusieurs provinces (diverses 
d’un bout à l’autre du pays), les territoires du nord (Yukon, Territoires du Nord-
Ouest, Nunavut), l’Extrême-Nord. Chacune de ces notions reflète un type différent 
de "nordicité", pour reprendre le terme forgé par le géographe canadien Louis-
Edmond Hamelin et désormais largement repris. 
 
Au-delà de la géographie, "le Nord" est aussi un concept, qui embrasse un large 
éventail de significations et de valeurs symboliques. C’est un espace imaginaire aussi 
bien qu’un espace pour l’imaginaire, un espace de mythes aussi bien qu’un espace 
modelé par les mythes, tour à tour cruel et ennoblissant, énigmatique et inspiratif, 
puissant et fragile. La "nordicité" du pays est souvent appréhendée comme l’un de 
ses traits distinctifs, un élément essentiel de l’identité canadienne : même si "le 
Nord" peut en l’occurrence ne désigner que la partie non urbanisée du Canada, au 
nord de la mince bande de peuplement qui épouse la frontière avec les Etats-Unis. 
Il est aussi une source de fierté – "le vrai Nord, fort et libre" – et, de plus en plus, à 
notre époque de changements climatiques, un défi. Le Nord réel et le Nord 
imaginaire du Canada sont des sujets littéraires et culturels récurrents depuis des 
siècles. 
 
Cette conférence a pour objectif d’explorer les aspects littéral et imaginaire de la 
relation qu’entretient le Canada avec "le Nord", du point de vue géographique, 
économique, littéraire, linguistique, culturel, social, politique, diplomatique, 
environnemental. Le Comité organisateur encourage les contributions issues de 
toutes les disciplines en rapport avec le Canada et les Etudes canadiennes. 
 
 
 
 
Zagreb, octobre 2015 Le Comité d'organisation 
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VENUE / CARTES ET ACCÈS 

The main conference venue is going to be the Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences at Ivana Lu�i�a 3. The Faculty building is located c. 30 minutes on foot 
from the main square (Trg bana J. Jela�i�a) and c. 15 minutes on foot from the 
Main Train Station (Glavni kolodvor). The registration and the sessions are 
going to take place at the Faculty.  
There will be an option of early registration, on Thursday 8th October, from 
17:00 – 19:00.  

 
The plenary lectures are going to take place in Lecture Hall 1 / 7 (to be 

announced later). Other sessions are going to take place in lecture rooms A-101, 
A-102, A-105, A-107, A-122, A-123, A-125. 

 
The conference reception (Friday, 9 October, 19:00-20:00) is going to be held in 

the library lobby. There will be an info desk on the first floor 
 
The conference dinner (Saturday, 10 October) is going to take place at the 

restaurant Capuciner (address: Kaptol 6), across the street from the Cathedral. 
 
 
La conférence se tiendra principalement à la Faculté de Philosophie et Lettres, 

Ivana Lucica 3. La Faculté est située à environ 30 minutes à pied de la place 
principale (Trg Bana J. Jela�i�a) et à environ 15 minutes à pied de la gare 
principale (Glavni kolodvor). C'est à la Faculté qu'auront lieu l'enregistrement et 
les sessions. 
Il sera possible de s'enregistrer dès le jeudi 8 octobre, à partir de 17h00 à 19h00. 

 
Les conférences plénières se tiendront dans l'un des amphithéâtres de la Faculté 

(le lieu exact sera précisé plus tard). Les autres séances auront lieu dans les salles 
A-101, A-102, A-105, A-107, A-122, A-123, A-125. 

 
La réception de la conférence (vendredi 9 octobre de 18h45 à 20h00) va être 

tenue à la bibliothèque hall. Il y aura un bureau d'information au premier étage. 
 
Le dîner de gala de la conférence (samedi 10 octobre) sera organisé au restaurant 

Capucíner (Kaptol 6), en face de la cathédrale. 
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CONFERENCE MEETING ROOMS /  
SALLES DE LA CONFÉRENCE 

Map of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences,  
address: Ivana Lu�i�a 3 

Plan de la Faculté de Philosophie et Lettres, adresse : Ivana Lu�i�a 3 
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME /  
PROGRAMME DE LA CONFÉRENCE 

Thursday 8 October / Jeudi 8 octobre 

17:-19:00 registration in the lobby of the Hotel International 
(address: Miramarska 24) / enregistrement dans le hall 
de l'hôtel International (adresse : Miramarska 24) 

Friday 9 October / Vendredi 9 octobre 

8:30 Roundup in the lobby of the Hotel International (address: 
Miramarska 24) for a guided walk to the Faculty / 
Rendez-vous dans le hall de l'hôtel International (adresse : 
Miramarska 24) pour une promenade guidée jusqu'à la 
Faculté  

8:30 – 9:30 REGISTRATION (lobby in front of the library, Faculty of 
Humanities and Social Sciences, address: Ivana Lu�i�a 3) / 
ENREGISTREMENT (hall d'accès à la bibliothèque, 
Faculté de Philosophie et lettres, adresse : Ivana Lu�i�a 3) 

 
9:30 – 10:30 OPENING CEREMONY / CÉRÉMONIE 

D'OUVERTURE 
10:30 – 11:30 KEYNOTE SESSION / CONFÉRENCE PLÉNIÈRE 
11:30 – 12:00 COFFEE BREAK / PAUSE CAFÉ 
12:00 – 13:00 KEYNOTE SESSION / CONFÉRENCE PLÉNIÈRE 
13:00 – 14:00 LUNCH BREAK / PAUSE DÉJEUNER 
14:00 – 15:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS A / SESSIONS 

PARALLÈLES A 
15:30 – 16:00 COFFEE BREAK / PAUSE CAFÉ 
16:00 – 17:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS B / SESSIONS 

PARALLÈLES B 
17:45 – 19:00 CULTURAL PROGRAMME / PROGRAMME 

CULTUREL 
19:00 – 20:00 RECEPTION / RÉCEPTION 
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Saturday 10 October / Samedi 10 octobre 

8:00 – 8:30 EARLY MORNING COFFEE Faculty of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, address: Ivana Lu�i�a 3 / CAFÉ 
MATINAL Faculté de Philosophie et lettres, adresse : 
Ivana Lu�i�a 3 

8:30 – 10:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS C / SESSIONS 
PARALLÈLES C 

10:00 – 10:20 COFFEE BREAK / PAUSE CAFÉ 
10:20 – 11:50 PARALLEL SESSIONS D / SESSIONS 

PARALLÈLES D 
11:50 – 13:50 LUNCH BREAK / PAUSE DÉJEUNER 
11:50 – 13:50 GENERAL MEETING / RÉUNION GÉNÉRALE 
13:50 – 15:20 PARALLEL SESSIONS E / SESSIONS 

PARALLÈLES E 
15:20 – 15:40 COFFEE BREAK / PAUSE CAFÉ 
15:40 – 17:10 PARALLEL SESSIONS F / SESSIONS 

PARALLÈLES F 
17:10 – 17:30 COFFEE BREAK / PAUSE CAFÉ 
17:30 – 19:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS G / SESSIONS 

PARALLÈLES G  
19:00 – 19:30 CONFERENCE CLOSING CEREMONY / 

CÉRÉMONIE DE CLÔTURE 
20:00 – 23:00 CONFERENCE DINNER (restaurant Capuciner, address: 

Kaptol 6, opposite the Cathedral)* / DÎNER DE GALA 
DE LA CONFÉRENCE (restaurant Capuciner, adresse : 
Kaptol 6, en face de la cathédrale)* 

 
*transport to the restaurant: a bus will be waiting in the parking lot in front of the Faculty for 
those participants who are attending the conference dinner / transport jusqu'au restaurant : un bus 
attendra sur le parking de la Faculté les personnes participant au dîner de gala de la conférence. 
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SOCIAL PROGRAMME / PROGRAMME CULTUREL 

9TH OCTOBER 2015, FRIDAY  
18:00 – 19:00 reading, music and prizes 

 
Reading by Mark Anthony Jarman from the collection of short stories My White 

Planet (Toronto: Thomas Allen Publishers, 2008) 

Concert by the student choir Concordia Discors 

Concordia discors, the Academic Choir of the Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences in Zagreb, is a mixed choir, founded in 2010. It consists of approximately 
a hundred members, students of Zagreb's various faculties. In its brief history, the 
Choir has won several awards - two silver and twelve golden medals at 
competitions in Zagreb, Barcelona, Venice and Prague, where its members 
competed in the categories of classical and traditional folk repertoire in mixed, male 
and female ensembles. Dr. sc. Tihana Petrovi�-Leš initiated the founding of the 
choir, and the idea came to life thanks to Jurica Boškovi� and dr. sc. Damir Boras, 
the Faculty's dean. Conductors Marina Jurkovi�, Vinko Karmeli� and Lobel Filipi� 
are responsible for the Choir's artistic work. 

Raffle 

1st prize: annual subscription to a University of Toronto Press journal on 
Canadian Studies 

2nd prize: annual subscription to The Fiddlehead, Atlantic Canada’s 
International Literary Journal 

3rd prize: Mark Anthony Jarman’s book (to be announced later) 

CEACS Certificates of Merit awards 

19:00 – 20:00 Reception 
Flying buffet and participants mingling 

 
 
10TH OCTOBER 2015, SATURDAY 

20:00 – 23:00 Conference dinner  
Venue: restaurant Capuciner  
address: Kaptol 6 (right opposite the Zagreb Cathedral) 
dress code: casual 
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VENDREDI 9 OCTOBRE 2015 
18h00-19h00 lectures, musique et prix 

 
Lectures par Mark Anthony Jarman de nouvelles de son recueil My White Planet 

(Toronto: Thomas Allen Publishers, 2008) 

Concert de la chorale estudiantine Concordia Discors 

Fondée en 2010, Concordia Discors, la chorale estudiantine de la Faculté de 
Philosophie et Lettres de Zagreb, est une chorale mixte. Elle réunit environ une 
centaine de membres, des étudiants de diverses facultés de Zagreb. Au cours de sa 
brève histoire, cette chorale a remporté de nombreux prix - deux médailles d'argent 
et douze médailles d'or, lors de compétitions à Zagreb, Barcelone, Venise et 
Prague, où ses membres ont concouru dans les catégories répertoire classique et 
folklorique traditionnel, chœurs mixtes, masculins et féminins. Madame Tihana 
Petrovi�-Leš est à l'origine de la création de cette chorale, et son idée a pu être 
réalisée grâce à Jurica Boškovi� et à Damir Boras, le doyen de la Faculté. Les chefs 
de chœur Marina Jurkovi�, Vinko Karmeli et Lobel Filipi� supervisent le travail 
artistique de la chorale. 

Tombola 

1er prix: un abonnement annuel à la Revue d'études canadiennes University 
of Toronto Press  

2ème prix: un abonnement annuel à The Fiddlehead, Atlantic Canada’s 
International Literary Journal  

3 ème prix: un livre de Mark Anthony Jarman (le titre sera précisé 
ultérieurement) 

Certificat de mérite de l'AECEC 

19h00-20:00 Réception 
Cocktail dînatoire  

 
 
SAMEDI 10 OCTOBRE 2015 

20:00-à-23:00 Dîner de gala de la conférence 
Lieu: Restaurant Capuciner 
Adresse: Kaptol 6 (juste en face de la cathédrale de Zagreb) 
Tenue vestimentaire: décontractée 
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PLENARY SPEAKERS / CONFÉRENCIERS PLÉNIERS 

Daniel CHARTIER (Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada) 
 

QU'EST-CE QUE L'IMAGINAIRE DU NORD ? PRINCIPES 
ÉTHIQUES POUR LA RECHERCHE SUR LE NORD ET L'ARCTIQUE 
 
Depuis longtemps considéré comme un monde blanc, vide et froid, le Nord a le 
plus souvent été appréhendé comme espace plutôt que comme lieu. Pourtant, il se 
définit d’abord et avant tout par le discours: celui des explorateurs, des artistes et 
écrivains, des voyageurs, des scientifiques, dont les représentations successives 
tendent toutefois vers une simplification des formes et des fonctions. L’objectif de 
cette conférence est d’abord de suggérer une conception du Nord, de l’hiver et de 
l'Arctique comme une superposition de discours, puis de voir ce que cela signifie 
dans la perspective de l’étude de l’imaginaire, avant d’explorer quelques idées  
importantes qui permettent de l’appréhender comme un tout circumpolaire, dont le 
néologisme québécois de "nordicité" et le concept inuit de "nuna". 
 
Daniel Chartier est professeur à l’Université du Québec à Montréal. Titulaire de la 
Chaire de recherche sur l’Imaginaire du Nord, de l’hiver et de l’Arctique et 
directeur du Laboratoire international d’étude multidisciplinaire comparée des 
représentations du Nord, il étudie le monde circumpolaire dans une perspective 
pluridisciplinaire comme un ensemble culturel. Il a publié une quinzaine d’ouvrages 
sur les études québécoises, le pluriculturalisme et l’imaginaire du Nord, dont Le(s) 
Nord(s) imaginaire(s), le Dictionnaire des écrivains émigrés au Québec, le Guide de la culture 
au Québec, La spectaculaire déroute de l’Islande, La nordicité du Québec, et Le lieu du Nord, 
en plus de rééditer dans la collection "Jardin de givre" les œuvres significatives de 
l’imaginaire du Nord, du froid et de l’Arctique.  
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Aritha VAN HERK (University of Calgary, Canada) 
 

THE NORTH WITHIN 
 
Where do I, a contemporary Canadian living in the wavering compass of changing 
direction and time, seek north?   
Can I find it late on a winter’s afternoon with the sun sliding lower and lower on 
the horizon?  Does it reside in the memory of my first flight north, from 
Edmonton to Yellowknife, on a jet full of exuberant geologists?  Was it my last 
journey to Little Cornwallis Island, when the quick, forceful summer bestrewed the 
stony ground with yellow Arctic poppies? Or is it in the topography of yearning for 
a country of the imagination that belies its own mystery, but that inscribes on every 
Canadian a curious punctuation mark called "north"?  While the north is surely a 
country that we claim, it is compelling because it is beyond reach, never attainable, 
always elusive, impossible to fix.  It sojourns in a space within, a private enclosure 
where the strange and the susceptible unfold new directions entirely. 
�
Aritha van Herk is the author of five novels, Judith, The Tent Peg, No Fixed Address 
(nominated for the Governor General’s Award for fiction), Places Far From Ellesmere 
(a geografictione) and Restlessness. Her wide-ranging critical work is collected in A 
Frozen Tongue and In Visible Ink; she has published hundreds of articles, reviews and 
essays. Her irreverent but relevant history of Alberta, Mavericks: An Incorrigible 
History of Alberta, won the Grant MacEwan Author’s Award for Alberta Writing. 
That book frames the permanent exhibition on Alberta history, which opened at 
the Glenbow Museum and Archives in Calgary in 2007; Audacious and Adamant: the 
Story of Maverick Alberta, accompanies the exhibit. Mavericks was also chosen as the 
inaugural book in the Calgary Public Library’s ONE BOOK/ONE CALGARY 
initiative in November of 2010. With George Webber she has published In This 
Place: Calgary 2004-2011 (Photographs by George Webber, Words by Aritha van 
Herk) and most recently, Prairie Gothic. She teaches Creative Writing and Canadian 
Literature at the University of Calgary in Calgary. She is a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Canada, and a member of the Alberta Order of Excellence. She is a 
recipient of the Lorne Pierce Medal, awarded to recognize achievement of special 
significance and conspicuous merit in imaginative or critical literature in Canada, 
and the Lieutenant Governor’s Distinguished Artist Award. 
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SPECIAL GUEST 
 
Mark Anthony JARMAN (University of New Brunswick, Canada) 
 
Mark Anthony Jarman is the author of Knife Party at the Hotel Europa, My 
White Planet, 19 Knives, New Orleans Is Sinking, Dancing Nightly in the Tavern, 
and the travel book Ireland’s Eye. His novel, Salvage King Ya!, is on Amazon.ca’s 
list of 50 Essential Canadian Books and is the number one book on Amazon’s list 
of best hockey fiction.   
He has won a Gold National Magazine Award in nonfiction, has twice won the 
Maclean-Hunter Endowment Award, won the Jack Hodgins Fiction Prize, and has 
been included in The Journey Prize Anthology and Best Canadian Stories and 
short-listed for the O. Henry Prize and Best American Essays.  
He has published in Walrus, Canadian Geographic, Hobart, The Barcelona Review, 
Vrij Nederland, and reviews for The Globe & Mail. He is a graduate of The Iowa 
Writers’ Workshop, a Yaddo fellow, has taught at the University of Victoria, the 
Banff Centre for the Arts, and now teaches at the University of New Brunswick, 
where he is fiction editor of The Fiddlehead literary journal.   
 
A.S. Byatt on Mark Jarman 
"At last. It is very irritating to discover a wonderful book published too long ago to 
be an official "book of the year". I was talking to a German friend, a few years ago, 
and we were trying to think of the greatest short story ever. We agreed 
enthusiastically that it was Henry James's "The Beast in the Jungle". Martin then 
said reflectively, "Unless it is 'Burn Man on a Texas Porch'." I had never heard of 
that, nor of its author, Mark Anthony Jarman, a Canadian. (Canadians specialise in 
great short stories - Munro, Atwood.) Jarman's collection is called 19 Knives, and it 
is brilliant. The writing is extraordinary, the stories are gripping, it is something 
new. And now I can say so." 

The Guardian, November 24, 2007 
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ABSTRACTS / RÉSUMÉS 

Andrei ANDREEV and Diana YANKOVA  
(New Bulgarian University, Bulgaria) 
 

OUT OF CANADA: THE EXPATRIATE EXPERIENCE 
 
The paper presents results from a case study of Canadian expatriates living in 
several countries in Europe. The subjects were interviewed as to what bonds they 
have retained with Canada and what ideas, customs, and behavioural modes they 
have absorbed from their new host country, whether their preconceptions and first 
impressions have led to experiencing culture shock or if they feel well integrated 
into the new society. Additionally, it will be highlighted if their perception of 
Canada has changed as a result of immigration to another country. The aim is to 
investigate what changes have taken place in these expatriates’ perception of 
national and self-identity as a result of their transplanting themselves onto new soil, 
and to what extent these changes are dependent on factors such as age, reasons for 
emigration, and length of stay. 
 
 
Galina AVRAMOVA (Sofia University, Bulgaria) 
 

CANADIAN CULTURAL IDENTITY:  
IN SEARCH OF A LITERARY CANON 

 
Canada is a relatively young country, created by different historical and political 
processes and patterns as well as by continuous and diverse waves of immigration. 
Canadian literature is also relatively young with a recently constructed literary canon 
composed of authors from different origins and backgrounds. All these 
characteristics emerge as key issues for Canadian cultural identity, for the places, 
stories and imagined communities that make it up. 
In this paper I will try to outline the identity concerns of authors and theorists 
whose questions legitimately come down to issues of authenticity and belonging, of 
the extent to which Canadian literature could be defined and recognized as 
"Canadian." 
 
Galina Avramova holds lectures and seminars in Canadian Literature and 
Canadian Culture, as well as seminars in American Literature. She is a founding 
member of the Bulgarian Chapter of CEACS (Central European Association of 
Canadian Studies), member of BASA (Bulgarian-American Studies Association), 
BSBS (Bulgarian Society for British Studies), and BAUW (Bulgarian Association of 
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University Women). She is also the founder and Executive Editor of "Vox 
Litterarum", a journal for culture, literary criticism and intercultural 
communication. 
 
 
Mátyás BÁNHEGYI and Judit NAGY  
(Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church, Hungary) 
 

THE CANADIAN NORTH IN THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM 
 
The presentation will focus on how the wealth of materials available on the 
Canadian North can be turned into interesting teaching materials for high school 
English classroom settings and beyond. Focusing on practice, the paper will aim at 
exploring those aspects of the Canadian North that can be successfully dealt with in 
a high school English classroom setting, just as it will touch upon where teachers 
can find reliable materials of good quality covering these aspects, and, most 
importantly, how these materials can be turned into worksheets to meet the 
learning objectives and the language level of the target audience. Following a step-
by-step approach, the process outlined above will be demonstrated through the 
example of the Inuit. Participants will also be presented with a ready-made 
worksheet set in the subject. The presentation will also introduce a few Canadian 
North/ Inuit-related units in detail, which have been developed by the "Canada in 
the English Classroom" research group of Károli Gáspár University of the 
Reformed Church in Hungary.  
 
Mátyás Bánhegyi (PhD) is an independent scholar with 18 years of experience of 
lecturing in BA as well as in teacher training and English Studies MA programs. 
Apart from giving numerous conference presentations at Oxford University Press, 
MacMillan, IATEFL and Canadian Studies events, he is the author of several exam 
practice books and the co-author of the Teach Canada! 2.0 Resource CD for 
Secondary School Teachers of EFL published by the Embassy of Canada in 
Hungary, the Canadian-German-Hungarian Reader and A Cultural Reader on Aboriginal 
Perspectives in Canada. 
 
Judit Nagy is a full time Associate Professor at the Department of English 
Linguistics of the Budapest-based Károli Gáspár University of the Hungarian 
Reformed Church, where she has been teaching courses in Canadian Studies and 
applied linguistics. She defended her PhD dissertation entitled But a few Acres of 
Snow?—Weather Images in Canadian Short Prose (1945–2000) at Eötvös Loránd 
University in early 2009. Her current fields of research include curriculum and 
teaching material development in Canadian Studies and applied linguistics as well as 
metaphors in an interdisciplinary approach. She is also one of the co-editors of the 
Canadian Cultural Reader Series designed for high school classrooms. In 2012, the 
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Central European Association for Canadian Studies awarded her with the CEACS 
Certificate of Merit for her contribution to Canadian Studies. 
 
 
Katherine BISCHOPING (York University, Canada) and Riley OLSTEAD 
(St Francis Xavier University, Canada) 
 

THE NARRATIVE SELF IN NORTHERN RURAL DEMENTIA 
 
We propose that a "dementia identity" should not be understood as an expression 
of an essentialized selfhood. Instead, it is as a set of relational meanings, i.e., ones 
possible only within a social context, and grounded in an intersubjective process of 
recognition. In so saying, we draw on Goffman (1963), as well as Mead’s definition 
of self-consciousness as a state of having become "an object to one’s self in virtue 
of one’s social relations to other individuals" (Mead 1934: 172). We draw on Ezzy’s 
(1998) conception of narrative as the key method by which individuals and those 
relationally bound to them can manage that process of intersubjective recognition, 
and understand the self to be both continuous and "in a perpetual state of 
becoming" (Chandler 2000, p. 211). And finally, we wish to emphasize that 
emplacement – i.e., the social and cultural act of giving meanings to abstract 
physical spaces (Lefebvre 1974) – is an oft-overlooked element of narratives and 
the process of narrating. Thus, we theorize the self of a person with dementia, like 
that of any person, as inherently a narrative-in-progress, iteratively told and revised 
by many, in a context both social and physical; it is not than an essence contained 
in the vessel of a lone individual. Our paper explores this theorization by using a 
case study of how one family in a northern rural setting made narrative sense of the 
changing self of one of its members, "Jimmy", newly diagnosed with dementia. Our 
data come from interviews one of the authors conducted while living among an 
extended family of 32 people who reside in an eight-household, 900-acre farm in 
Nova Scotia. This is a province with one of the highest proportions of older adults 
in Canada: an estimated 15, 275 Nova Scotians, many of them residing in rural and 
remote locations, have Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia (NS Dementia 
Strategy, 2014).  
 
Katherine Bischoping (PhD, University of Michigan) is an Associate Professor of 
Sociology at York University. Her trajectory from statistics to applied survey 
research, and then to qualitative approaches in sociology and beyond, including 
playwriting, has been informed by her abiding fascination with research methods. 
Katherine’s projects examine the social aspects of memory and narrative, 
discourses about cultural texts and their reception, and the behind-the-scenes work 
of methodologists. She has published in such journals as Public Opinion Quarterly, 
Holocaust and Genocide Studies, American Journal of Political Science,�Canadian Review of 
Sociology and Anthropology, and Sex Roles. Katherine is the coauthor of a forthcoming 
book,�Analyzing Talk in the Social Science: Narrative, Conversation and Discourse Strategies�
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(Sage UK), and is presently co-editing a special issue of�Oral History Forum d’histoire 
orale�on "Generations and memory: Continuity and Change".� 
 
Riley Olstead is an Associate Professor of Sociology at St. Francis Xavier 
University. Her research has largely been concerned with fear, gender identity 
formation, and politics. However, in her recent work, Riley has begun to examine 
issues around farming and food security. The current project, with its emphasis on 
both rurality and threats to the self, is a bridge between the two. Her work has been 
published in such journals as Emotion, Space & Society, Sociology of Health & 
Illness, and The Journal of Men’s Studies. With Katherine Bischoping, she co-
edited a conference proceedings volume entitled Fearful Symmetries. 
 
 
Joe BLADES (University of New Brunswick, Canada) 
 

ADDRESSING THE NORTH AND WHITENESS IN  
"THE GREAT WHITE NORTH" 

 
As a researcher living in Canada well below the 49th parallel and east of the 
northern United States of America provides context for a physical and critical 
perspective on Canada and Canadianness that might offer unique insights. The 
concept of the North and assumptions about it, seem to be foundational to some 
of the histories and myths of the constructed ethnos (nation) of Canada, can be 
examined and troubled in so many ways. What is the North, and is it singular or 
plural? How is the North perceived and presented? "The Great White North" of 
fictional Canadian comedians Doug and Bob McKenzie is an infamous popular 
culture example. One that white, and, or matters of whiteness, to this research on 
the North. It offers an opportunity to critically address the concept of white, 
already troubled by some scholars in regards to people, to an environmental 
context than might offer means and opportunity to discolour white/ness. What is 
white? Is there only one white or "White North"? Put together are they 
codependent, constrained, idealised, ignored, marginalised, modified, 
romanticised…? What is/are the role(s) of "The Great White North"? 
 
Joe Blades is an artist, educator, publisher, writer, and second-year PhD 
Interdisciplinary Studies student at the University of New Brunswick Fredericton, 
Canada. Blades has been a participant–researcher in Canadian Studies in the 
Southeast Europe since 2004, with presentations in several conferences, and poetry 
readings at art centers, libraries, language schools, universities, a writers’ group, 
several Belgrade Book Fairs, and in 2010 Sarajevo Poetry Days. He has authored 
seven poetry books, with three of them additionally published in Serbian 
translation. His latest publication is the chapbook November Poems (Dusie Press, 
and BS Poetry Society, 2015) produced for the Dusie Kollektiv 8 project. Since 
1995, Blades has been the award-winning producer–host of the weekly Ashes, 
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Paper, and Beans: Fredericton’s Writing and Arts Show on CHSR FM. He also 
works as a part-time Graduate Research Assistant for the Atlantic Canada Studies 
Centre at UNB. 
 
 
Jason BLAKE (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
 

"MY REPTILE BRAIN BECOMES CONFUSED"  
– ON MARK ANTHONY JARMAN’S WRITING 

 
Best known as a writer of short stories, Mark Anthony Jarman has also published 
non-fiction prose and the hockey novel Salvage King, Ya! Finding negative reviews 
of his work, including his 2015 collection Knife Party at the Hotel Europa is 
difficult, and AS Byatt (a very different sort of writer) considered his 1998 "Burn 
Man on a Texas Porch" perhaps "the greatest short story ever written." And yet 
there is very little academic writing on Jarman, despite his works’ allusion-rich 
writing and despite their omnipresent linguistic fireworks. Short story writer and 
anthologist John Metcalf, commenting on Jarman’s 1984 collection Dancing 
Nightly in the Tavern, quips that Jarman is "not particularly interested in 
nationalism or regionalism" or serving up "moral certainties or comforts." Hence 
the lack of critical attention among the CanLit crowd. Language is the hero of 
every work by Jarman. This paper has a simple aim: to provide an overview of 
Jarman’s often overlooked works, while focusing on his clever but confused 
protagonists as they wander the world in search of something desirable. 
 
Jason Blake teaches in the English Department at the University of Ljubljana. He 
translates from Slovenian and German, primarily for Slovenia's annual Vilenica 
festival, which focuses on Central European authors. His most recent book-length 
literary translation is Marjan Rožanc’s Of Freedom and God (with Jeremi Slak). In 
2011 he published Slovenia – Culture Smart!, a guide to living in Slovenia; in 2010 
he published Canadian Hockey Literature. For the past few years he has been 
editor-in-chief of the Central European Journal of Canadian Studies. 
 
 
Jasmina BOLFEK-RADOVANI (University of Westminster, United Kingdom) 
 

CONCEPTUALISING THE NORTH: RE-IMAGINING THE SPACES 
OF THE NORTH IN JACQUES FERRON’S L’AMÉLANCHIER 

AND MOHAMMED DIB’S LES TERRASSES D’ORSOL 
 
Taking as a starting point Peter Davidson’s idea "that wherever it is located, it 
always points to a further north, to an elsewhere", this talk will present a 
comparative study of the literary representations of the spaces of the North in a 
cross-cultural context within the theoretical framework of Doreen Masey’s space 
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theory combined with a postcolonial francophone literary perspective. It will aim to 
analyse what narrative functions and values are assigned to the spaces of the North 
identified (such as the lake, the forest and the city) in the two texts selected in the 
postcolonial context of Québec (Ferron) and Algeria (Dib). Whilst Jacques Ferron 
can be seen to explore primarily the mythical dimensions of the space(s) of the 
North within the situated histories and memories of the space of Québec, the 
Algerian-born writer Mohammed Dib can be seen to have developed a concept of 
the North (in the later phase of his writing) from the position of migration that is 
"deterritorialised". It will argue that the space(s) of the North as a space of the 
imagination can be seen to function both as an archetypal construct (that cuts 
across cultures) and as a socio-political construct. It will conclude that in Dib’s 
writing, the processes of cultural and linguistic translation within which the spaces 
of the North are constructed or re-imagined play an important role for the way 
meaning is encoded and decoded by the author (but also by the reading public); 
contrary to this, in Ferron’s case, one can assume to be dealing primarily with 
processes of cultural and linguistic identification that presume that the author and 
the public share the same "frame of reference" (in the sense that Dib understands 
it) or idea of the North, leading to very different conceptualizations of this idea. 
 
Jasmina Bolfek-Radovani has a PhD in Francophone Literary and Cultural 
Studies (University of Westminster), MA in French and Francophone Studies by 
Reading and Research (University of Westminster), BA in French Language and 
Literature and General Linguistics (University of Zagreb). She is a Visiting 
Research Fellow at the University of Westminster since January 2014. Her doctoral 
work "Space, Place and Spatial Loss in North African and Canadian writing in 
French" investigates how the literary treatment of space and place shapes the 
representations of space, place and spatial loss in the writing of ten postcolonial 
Francophone authors from the Maghreb and Canada from a cross-cultural and 
cross-generational perspective, simultaneously testing the application of semiotics 
and space theory to the texts analysed in a more systematic way than previously 
attempted. Jasmina is interested in the study of literary and cultural productions of 
space in the area of Francophone Maghreb and Canada and their relationship to 
the contemporary. She has given conference papers both nationally and 
internationally and is currently preparing two articles for publication on 
intertexuality in the work of the Québécois author Roxanne Bouchard. Her 
doctoral work under the title "Geo/graphies of Loss: Space, Place and Spatial Loss 
in North African and Canadian writing in French" is due to be published in 2015 
by Lambert Academic Publishing. 
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Monica BOTTEZ (University of Bucharest, Romania) 
 

THE CANADIAN NORTH AS A TROPE FOR 
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL EXPLORATION 

 
The article sets out to analyse the North as a hormone of the Canadian 
imagination, a challenge to man’s thirst for knowledge (the Franklin expedition in 
Rudy Wiebe’s A Discovery of Strangers, Richler’s Solomon Gursky Was Here; Mowat’s 
People of the Deer , Never Cry Wolf) but also for internal self-discovery (Aritha van 
Herk’s The Tent Peg, Robert Koetsch’s Gone Indian). Putting together opinions 
expressed by such critics as Margaret Atwood (Strange Things: The Malevolent North), 
Sherill Grace (Canada and the Idea of North) and Renee Hulan (Northern Experience and 
the Myths of Canadian culture) the article investigates the multiple literary valences of 
this trope. 
 
Monica Bottez is Professor of English at the University of Bucharest, Director of 
the Canadian Studies Centre of UB. She teaches courses on Victorian literature, 
English Canadian Literature, Multiculturalism, Imagology, and Narratology. Her 
recent publications include two books (Analysing Narrative Fiction: Reading Strategies, 
E.U.B, 2007; Infinite Horizons: Canadian Fiction in English, E.U.B, 2010), articles on 
Romanian post-communism and on various Canadian, American and Romanain 
authors (Ray Smith, Kenneth Radu, Ronald Lee, Joy Kogawa and David Guterson, 
Faulkner and Sadoveanu, Rudy Wiebe,  Frances Brooke, Howard O’Hagan, Sheila 
Watson, Margaret Laurence, Alice Munro) and translations from Oscar Wilde, 
Evelyn Waugh, Margaret Atwood, Paul Theroux and Louis de Bernières. 
 
 
Maggie Ann BOWERS (University of Portsmouth, United Kingdom) 
 

RELATIVE NORTH: LITERARY REPRESENTATIONS OF 
AMERICAN ARTISTS IN THE CANADIAN NORTH 

 
Since Thomas Haliburton in the 18th, the American artist/artisan has been adopted 
by Canadian writers as a figure through which to explore images and reactions to 
the Canadian North. This creates several fascinating lines of enquiry: what is the 
North that is being represented (and indeed how far North is it) by these imaginary 
American artists? Why is it a recurring trait of Canadian writers to create a 
discourse of "the North" expressed through fictional accounts from American 
characters?  
This paper focuses upon the key recurring figure of the American artist Rockwell 
Kent who left New York to live in Newfoundland (1915) and journeyed to 
Greenland following the Canadian coastline on several occasions (1930s). 
Representations of Rockwell Kent are significant characters in both the novels The 
Underpainter by Jane Urquart (1997) and The Big Why (2004) by Michael Winter. 
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Given the increased importance of the Arctic and the far North in Canadian 
national and international discourse, it is timely to return to these texts and examine 
the images of the Canadian North refracted through an imaginary American lens. 
By comparing the fictional representations with the reflections that Kent himself 
recorded in his own travel journals (such as N by E, 1930), I will examine where 
attitudes toward the Canadian North, as expressed through the imaginary figure of 
the American artist, actually only exist in the Canadian imagination, and where they 
converge with the actual attitudes of the real Kent. The resulting identification of a 
complex double refraction of Canadian self-representation through an imaginary 
American perspective created in these novels tells us much about the attitudes of 
Canada to both the North and its southern neighbour. 
 
Maggie Ann Bowers is a Senior Lecturer in Literatures in English at the 
University of Portsmouth, UK. Her research area focuses upon First Nations and 
Native American writing and comparative multi-ethnic writing in North America 
and Europe. Her works include Magic(al) Realism, and most recently she is the co-
editor of the Journal of Postcolonial Writing special issue on "Imaginary Europes". 
 
 
Melanie BRAUNECKER (University of Graz, Austria) 
 

THE REVERSE OF THE MEDAL. THE OIL INDUSTRY'S IMPACT 
ON NATURE AS REFLECTED IN A SELECTION OF CANADIAN 

ECO-LITERATURE 
 
As a consequence of the discovery of huge amounts of raw mineral resources in 
Northern Alberta and Saskatchewan, the situation for Canada's north has changed 
dramatically. With the oil industry leading the way, Canada's massive bituminous 
sands deposits have proven to be a welcome boost for the nation's economy and 
prosperity. On the downside, the development of these oil / tar sands comes at a 
high price: local residents are confronted with an increased risk of developing 
aggressive forms of cancer, whereas poisonous wastewater and pipeline ruptures 
threaten to pollute soil, and ground water and thus to alter Canada's pristine 
landscape permanently. A highly controversial political subject, Alberta's oil/ tar 
sands are an issue which is frequently discussed not only in the news media, but 
also in contemporary Canadian literature. As counter movement to current politics, 
numerous Canadian authors have tried to call attention to the negative impacts of 
the oil industry. I shall discuss three texts which address Canada's oil industry in a 
unique way. By laying the focus on three different generic manifestations of eco-
literature, i.e., a poem, a travelogue and a piece of dystopian fiction, I shall explore 
and highlight the genre-distinctive functions of these texts within environmental 
discourses. Issues addressed are, among others, the authors' impetus for writing 
their texts, their literary styles, such as for example writing from a bear's 
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perspective, as well as the general impact of such eco-critical texts and their 
contribution to contemporary Canadian literature.  
 
Melanie Braunecker, born in 1988, studied English and Latin at the Karl 
Franzens Universität, Graz, in order to become a secondary school teacher. In the 
course of her studies, she spent a year at the University of Calgary, Canada, where a 
professor of contemporary Canadian literature raised her interest for environmental 
literature. Thus, it is no coincidence that she wrote her diploma thesis on ecological 
issues mirrored in contemporary Canadian literature, which was awarded with the 
Scientific Award of the Austrian Canadian Society in 2013. Melanie Braunecker 
completed her teacher training in 2014 and is currently working as a secondary 
school teacher in Graz. As her enthusiasm for Canadian eco-literature still 
continues, she started working on her PHD thesis which focuses on Canadian, 
environmental literature in 2014.  
 
 
Petra BRU�I� (University of Zagreb, Croatia) 
 
HOW HOCKEY HELPS CANADA TO CLAIM AND KEEP ITS NORTH 
 
Even when talking about a country largely considered a peacemaking, modest and, 
in a (geographical) sense, isolated one, such as Canada, or maybe especially because 
of those attributes, we should not forget how a significant part of that identity 
might be shaped through contrast with nations which is Canada in one way or 
another presumed and/or perceived to be on a par with. United States of America 
and Russian Federation might very well be the first to come to one's mind and the 
dynamics between those countries and Canada can interestingly enough be seen 
through the symbolism of the North. Looking through a cultural, political and 
social lens, Canada is most often compared to the country that perceives it as its 
North, with United States of America. On the other hand, when considering 
geographical reality, its significance and influence, as well as the symbolism, beliefs 
and stereotypes that stem from it, Russian Federation might quickly arise as a 
natural, alternative "Great White North". It is than especially interesting to use 
sport, a well-known showcase of how countries perceive each other and themselves 
and consolidate their own identities, to take a closer look at Canadian identity 
construction through confrontation with its two biggest (hockey) rivals. The aim of 
this paper is to present the most prominent features of that process by offering a 
discourse analysis of texts dealing with selected hockey matches between Canada 
and USA and Canada and Russia.     
�
Petra Bru�i� was born and grew up in Zagreb. In 2010 she completed a master's 
degree program in Croatian and German language and literature at the Faculty of 
Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb. She also earned an MA degree in Dutch 
language at the Leiden University in the Netherlands (2011). Since 2012 she has 
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been a PhD student in Linguistics and a teacher of Dutch language at the Faculty 
of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb. She is further educating herself by 
participating in international workshops and seminars on linguistics, foreign 
language didactics, translation, cultural exchange and intercultural communication, 
European heritage, Olympic movement... Being a sports fan, she is interested in an 
interdisciplinary approach between sports, linguistics and cultural and social 
sciences. 
 
 
Robert M. CAMPBELL (Mount Allison University, Canada) 
 

THE NORTHERN POLITICS OF THE POST IN CANADA 
 
This paper will examine Canadian postal policy in the North. Post offices in the 
"new world" have traditionally had the twin historic mission and responsibility of 
promoting capitalist development and extending political democracy. These 
responsibilities have often had an uneasy relationship and have from time to time 
come into conflict. This has been particularly the case when considering public 
policy in times of economic challenge, such as presently. This tension has been 
exacerbated generally in recent times, as broad public policy objectives sit 
uncomfortably with an increasingly commercial and competitive orientation to 
postal matters in the globalized and technological world. In Canada, the Post has 
always had a special relationship with the expansion of the frontier and the 
interface between marginal, new or isolated areas and the centre. The North has 
always had a special postal place in Canada, akin to rural and outlying areas, as part 
of the national project. The Post has provided a lifeline for the North particularly 
for native communities, although this is changing in the digital age. This paper will 
situate this context and will assess recent government policy changes (and options) 
with respect to postal service in the North, particularly in policy areas such as the 
Food Mail Program. 
 
Robert Campbell is President and Vice-Chancellor of Mount Allison University, 
where he is a Professor of Political Science. He has taught previously at Trent and 
Wilfrid Laurier Universities, where he was Provost and Dean. He is a past Editor 
and Board Chair of the Journal of Canadian Studies. He is the author of ten books 
and monographs, dealing with economic policy, public policy and 
postal/communications systems, including The Real Worlds of Canadian Politics (4 
editions with Les Pal), The Politics of the Post, and The Politics of Postal 
Transformation. He recently chaired a federal government panel that reviewed the 
mandate of Canada Post. 
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Martin CYR HICKS (Bo�aziçi University, Turkey) 
 

SURVIVAL AND SURVIVANCE: THE DIVERGENT 
NATIONAL NARRATIVES OF THE TRUE NORTH 

 
Canada suffers from a fragmented national narrative. This fragmentation has led 
Canada to the brink of national dissolution and it continues produce fractures in its 
self-image. In the second half of the 20th century, Canadian literary and cultural 
critics began to understand that the dominant themes driving the Canadian 
narrative were of survival, to use Margaret Atwood's term (1972). Atwood was 
building upon Northrop Frye's idea that the Canadian imagination was imbued 
with what he called "the garrison mentality" (1971). The hostility of nature, 
especially in the North (or coming from the North), was the antagonistic force 
against which the English Canadian narrative was constructed. The key difference, 
however, is that while the English Canadian narrative is about survival against 
nature, the French Canadian national narrative is about the survival—or la 
survivance—of its culture against Anglophone hegemony. Although both are 
narratives of survival, the antagonists are fundamentally different. References to 
nature or the North are comparatively of much lesser significance in the French 
Canadian narrative, while references to anti-colonial resistance are quite prominent. 
This paper further explores this divergence in Canada's national narratives and 
reveals how it still affects the nation today. It also contrasts the French/English 
Canadian divergence regarding the North to other Canadian voices, such as those 
coming from Canada's 'Third Space' (Bhabha 1991), as seen, for instance, in 
Mordecai Richler's in Solomon Gursky Was Here (1989).  
 
Martin Cyr Hicks is an assistant professor in the Department of Translation and 
Interpreting Studies at Bo�aziçi University (Istanbul, Turkey). He holds a B.A. in 
Philosophy (Université de Sherbrooke, 1995), an M.A. in Comparative Canadian 
Literature (Université de Sherbrooke, 1998), and a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature 
(Université de Montréal, 2004). He has written and published many works on the 
Anglophone-Francophone conflict in Canada, on multiculturalism, and on official 
bilingualism. In addition to his work in Canadian Studies, his research and teaching 
interests include Intercultural Communication, Narrative Theory, and Adaptation 
Studies.  
 
 
Veronika �ERNIKOVA (Université Masaryk de Brno et Université de 
Bohême de l’Ouest de Pilsen, République tchèque) 
 

L’IMAGINAIRE DE LA NEIGE DANS LA POÉSIE QUÉBÉCOISE 
 
L’imaginaire de la neige fait son entrée dans la poésie québécoise avec le célèbre 
vers d’Emile Nelligan " Ah ! comme la neige a neigé ! ", inaugurant son poème 
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emblématique Le soir d’hiver. Bien évidemment, Nelligan n’est pas le premier à 
traiter la neige, mais il est incontestablement le premier à lui insuffler une 
dimension esthétique. Dans son étude Aspects des fonctions de la nordicité et de l’hivernité 
dans la poésie québécoise (2011), Daniel Chartier démontre en effet que, dès le XIXe 
siècle, le vocabulaire de la nordicité et de l’hivernité, constitue l’une des 
composantes fondamentales de la littérature du Québec qui permet sa distinction 
par rapport au corpus français. Par conséquence, outre une fonction esthétique, la 
nordicité véhicule aussi une fonction distinctive. D’après Chartier, d’autres 
fonctions vont s’ajouter : identitaire, politique, existentielle et mythopoïétique. 
Notre communication se focalisera sur l’étude des fonctions et des dimensions du 
champ lexical de la neige ainsi que sur son potentiel sémantique et symbolique : la 
pureté, la liberté et la joie d’une part ; la douleur, la mort et l’éphémère d’autre part. 
Une attention particulière sera prêtée à la dimension existentielle de la " neige en 
soi ", présente déjà chez Nelligan ou Hector de Saint-Denys Garneau et actuelle 
chez des poètes contemporains, tels Jacques Brault, Paul Chanel Malenfant, Denise 
Desautels, Elise Turcotte et beaucoup d’autres. 
�
Veronika �erníková enseigne la littérature, l’histoire et la culture françaises et 
francophones à l’Université de Bohême de l'Ouest. Etudiante de doctorat à 
l’Institut de langues et littératures romanes de l’Université Masaryk de Brno, elle se 
spécialise en littérature québécoise depuis 2005, avec un mémoire de maîtrise 
consacré à l’écrivain fictif dans l’œuvre de Michel Tremblay. Lauréate 2009 de la 
Bourse Gaston-Miron, elle a signé plusieurs articles : " Les différentes facettes de la 
quête identitaire des écrivains fictifs tremblayens" (2008), " Le personnage écrivain 
et la thématisation de l’écriture dans les romans de la rentrée littéraire 2008/2009" 
(2010), "Les lectures de Gérard Bessette" (2011), "La métamorphose et le devenir 
dans Les Anthropoïdes de Gérard Bessette" (2011) et "Filiations de Catherine 
Mavrikakis" (2013). Elle vient d’achever sa thèse, avec pour titre L’écrivain fictif dans 
l’œuvre de Gérard Bessette.  
 
 
Madeleine DANOVA (Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski", Bulgaria) 
 

TRANSLATING THE CANADIAN NORTH IN BULGARIA:  
CULTURAL STEREOTYPES AND APPROPRIATIONS 

 
The paper will look at the works of the Canadian writes who are usually associated 
with the creation of the imagined space of "the North" and their translations in 
Bulgaria. The concept of the North as a vital part of Canadian identity will be 
analysed through its appropriation in Bulgarian culture and the stereotypes it has 
created in Bulgarian popular imagination. The material used will be based on the 
data collected by the Translating Canada Project of the CEACS. The analysis will 
rely on the ideas of Margaret Atwood from her study of the image of the North in 
Strange Things: The Malevolent North in Canadian Literature (1991), in which she 
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explores the enigma of the Canadian North and its impact on the work of writers 
such as Robertson Davies, Alice Munroe, and Michael Ondaatje as well as the 
"Grey Owl syndrome" of white writers who turn primitive. The paper will try to 
incorporate in the analysis and some more recent studies such as Sherrill Grace’s 
book Canada and the Idea of North (2007), in which the central idea is "the discursive 
formation of North". 
 
Madeleine Danova is Professor of North American literature and culture in the 
Department of English and American Studies at Sofia University "St. Kliment 
Ohridski". She has published extensively on American and Canadian literature, 
literary modernism, mass media, ethnicity, nationalism, and cultural identity. She 
has been involved in several international projects on mass media, intercultural 
communication, ethnicity and English and Canadian studies. She is the author and 
editor of books on American and Canadian literature, mass media, nationalism, 
identity, and postmodern biofictions.  
 
 
Marilena DRACEA-CHELSOI (Université de Bucarest, Roumanie) 
�

LE CANADA-LA REINE DES NEIGES NORDIQUES DU POINT DE 
VUE TOURISTIQUE 

 
Cette présentation se propose de démontrer que le Canada, qui par le passé était 
associé surtout à un climat hostile et effrayant, au sinistre, à l’agressivité comme 
nécessité pour survivre, à la solitude, à l’isolement, aux étendues blanches qui font 
peur, commence à se forger une toute autre image qui attire les touristes. Seront 
étudiées les activités, les événements, les phénomènes naturels et les monuments 
dans ce pays du nord qui attirent les passionnés de l’histoire, de l’aventure, de la 
culture. Qu’il s’agisse d’une courte exploration organisée dans les régions du Nord, 
permettant de rencontrer des peuples autochtones, d'analyser leurs coutumes et de 
découvrir la beauté de la nature, ou qu'il s'agisse de se voir les contrées où eut lieu 
la ruée vers l’or ou la grande porte ouverte par le fleuve Saint-Laurent à des empires 
successifs, le Canada nous fait penser que " ce pays c’est l’hiver " (pour reprendre 
les paroles de la chanson de Gilles Vigneault), d’une manière optimiste. 
�
Marilena Dracea-Chelsoi détient une maîtrise et un doctorat en études 
canadiennes, obtenus à l’Université de Bucarest. Pendant ses études, elle s'est 
familiarisée avec les domaines de l’anthropologie, du féminisme, de la psychologie, 
de la littérature et de l’histoire, en mettant l’accent surtout sur l’analyse des identités 
dans le contexte de la globalisation. Une bourse doctorale de 8 mois à l'Institut J. F. 
Kennedy de Berlin (sous la supervision du professeur Winfried Fluck) lui a permis 
d’approfondir ses connaissances sur le Canada et sa culture. Aujourd'hui 
chercheuse indépendante, elle poursuit sont parcours intellectuels en participant à 
des conférences et par la publication d’articles concernant les diasporas roumaine et 
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italienne du Canada, l’art canadien, l’ethnicité, le multiculturalisme et, plus 
récemment, le tourisme. 
 
 
Miasol EGUÍBAR HOLGADO (University of Oviedo, Spain) 
�
THE�EMASCULATING NORTH: DECONSTRUCTING THE MYTH OF 

THE PIONEER IN THE WORKS OF JEAN MCNEIL AND  
ALISTAIR MACLEOD 

 
In white English Canada history, the presence of the settler is fundamental in 
constructing notions of development and civilisation that underlay projects of 
colonisation. Discourses of pioneer prowess are almost exclusively imagined in 
terms of masculinity, the central figures being usually white males who struggle 
against and even lose their lives in the hostile and dangerous wilderness. On a 
representational level, the north is one element of Canadian geography that the 
male settler/pioneer has to fight against to eventually dominate and conquer. In 
this sense, the confrontation between man and a tough environment and his 
implied triumph over it emerge as fundamental paradigms through which to define 
masculinity. The works The Interpreter of Silences by Jean McNeil and No Great 
Mischief by Alistair MacLeod offer a contemporary version of the pioneer struggle 
as their characters, living in isolated communities, find themselves in liminal 
conditions of survival. However, rather than portraying man’s victory over nature, 
here the north can be read as playing an emasculating role. This paper focuses on 
symbolic analyses of passages from these texts which partially deconstruct the myth 
of the male pioneer by incorporating nordicity as a destructive and untamable 
environment that threatens the physical/psychological integrity of some male 
characters. 
�
Miasol Eguíbar Holgado holds a degree in English Philology from the University 
of Oviedo. In 2011, she followed a Master in Philosophy on American Literatures 
in Trinity College, Dublin. She is currently doing her PhD in the University of 
Oviedo. Her thesis, entitled "Writing Nova Scotian Diasporas: Africadia, Atlantic 
Crossings and the Urban Imaginary" deals with the study of contemporary 
Canadian literature, focusing on the comparison between the Scottish and the 
African diasporas in Nova Scotia. 
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Bernard EMONT (Centre d’étude du Québec et des Francophonies nord-
américaines, France) 
 

PORTRAIT DE L’ESQUIMAU, À TRAVERS PLUSIEURS ÉCRITS DE 
LA NOUVELLE-FRANCE 

 
"les premières représentations de l'Esquimau dans les écrits de la Nouvelle-France, et leur 
évolution : à travers, notamment, les lettres de Marie de l'Incarnation, et de mère Marie Duplessis 
de sainte -Hélène, le journal de l'expédition de Louis Jolliet au Labrador, et la relation du séjour 
de Nicolas Jeremy à la Baie d'Hudson". 
Par delà les nations autochtones devenues relativement familières aux Français, à la 
fin du XVIIe siècle (Montagnais, Hurons Algonquins...), il en est une qui demeure 
longtemps mystérieuse et redoutée : celle que les Algonquins désignent alors par le 
terme descriptif "Aiskimaü" ou "mangeurs de chair crue". Les voyages des Jésuites, 
par voie terrestre (Albanel), en direction de la Baie d'Hudson, puis ceux de Jolliet le 
long de la côte nord du St Laurent et du Labrador, comme l'installation de 
présences française et anglaise plus durables, au niveau de la taïga et du nord du 
49ème parallèle, vont contribuer à préciser le portrait de cette étrange nation, et 
quelque peu, l'humaniser. C'est à travers une comparaison des textes qui nous en 
entretiennent - dont plusieurs sont dus aux explorateurs ou traitants eux-mêmes, 
que l'auteur de la communication se propose de reconstituer les premiers regards 
portés par les Français sur ce peuple, et leur lente  évolution. 
 
Bernard Emont est spécialiste des littératures québécoise et canadienne-française. 
Ancien professeur des Universités canadiennes (encore actuellement associé à 
plusieurs d'entre elles dont les Universités de Moncton et de Laval, notamment), 
titulaire du doctorat ès lettres et de l'habilitation à diriger des recherches de la 
Sorbonne (HDR), il a publié de nombreux ouvrages et articles sur son domaine. Il 
dirige à Paris le CEQFAN (Centre d'étude du Québec et des francophonies 
d'Amérique du Nord, société savante associée à Paris IV-Sorbonne), et a organisé 
en 2011, dans le cadre des activités de ce Centre, un Colloque sur le Nord dans les 
littératures québécoise et canadienne-française, dont les Actes sont parus aux 
éditions "Le Bretteur", sous le titre Plein nord. Il a donné plusieurs conférences sur 
les Francophonies du Nord en Europe de l'est (Roumanie et Hongrie, 
principalement) et en Ukraine. 
 
 
Zrinka ERENT-SUNKO (University of Zagreb, Croatia) 
 

LEGAL STATUS OF WOMEN IN CANADA – LEGAL MODEL 
BEYOND THE 49TH PARALLEL? 

 
No matter if we look at Canada as "the North" in relation to such a big state as 
USA, or perhaps a small European state as Croatia, or if we look at a whole range 
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of different  "Norths" within Canada, a legal status of women in that country 
deserves to be the object of our research. If the "North in western culture is the 
fundamental direction", is Canada a good one in the field of women's rights? The 
legal position of women, specially the issues of gender equality and the right to 
choose (abortion), are the issues of relevance to the contemporary legal systems. 
These issues can be determinated by many factors, one of them is the legal legacy. 
Can we beyond the 49th Parallel find a legal model and is the legal history a part of 
it? Maybe, the north position is more relevant. Canadian law opposing gender 
discrimination. The ground is Charter of Rights and Freedom (section 15, part of 
the Constitution Act, 1982.). These principles are also reflected in the Canadian 
Human Rights Act and the Multiculturalism Act with the provision to protect and 
promote the rights of aboriginal women and foreigners. From 1968 (Criminal Law 
Amandment Act) abortion is no longer illegal. Today Canada has no legal 
restrictions on abortion although regulations between provinces vary. It seems that 
liberal Canadian law system in the field of women rights has been inspired by the 
concept of "North". 
 
Zrinka Erent-Sunko was born in 1965 in Zagreb, where she still lives with her 
family. At the Faculty of Law in Zagreb she graduated in 1990 (thesis in 
International Law). From 1991 to 1997 she worked as a councillor in the Executive 
Council of the City of Zagreb. At the Faculty of Law, Department of General 
History of Law and State, she has been working from 1997.  She is an Associate 
Professor and besides General History of Law and State, she also lectures History 
of Modern Time Political Theories and Development of European Integration and 
Institutions. Her interests are topics related to the legal and historical systems 
questioning the foundations of which they are set up (the legal position of women 
in history and today, development of ancient legal institutions, connection between 
economic factors and the law system, the impact of the certain events and 
constitutional acts, meaning of different historical legal sources, legacy of the old 
codifications). 
 
 
Sandrine FERRE-RODE  
(Université de Versailles – Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France) 
 

IDEAS OF NORTH: THE REPRESENTATION OF CANADA IN 
SAMUEL RINGGOLD WARD’S AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A FUGITIVE 
NEGRO (1855) AND AUSTIN STEWARD’S TWENTY-TWO YEARS A 

SLAVE, AND FORTY YEARS A FREEMAN (1857) 
 
For thousands of American fugitive slaves and free Blacks, especially after the 
passage by the US Congress of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, the North and its 
promise of unrestrained liberty and safety was located beyond the 49th parallel, in 
the Canadian provinces of British North America. This paper will explore the 
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testimonies of two African-American abolitionists, Austin Steward’s Twenty-Two 
Years a Slave, and Forty Years a Freeman (1857) and Samuel Ringgold Ward’s 
Autobiography of a Fugitive Negro (1855) in order to highlight the contrasting ways in 
which they describe the North, i.e. Canada. Indeed, Steward’s work, as it focuses 
on the establishment in the 1820s of the first Black settlement known as 
Wilberforce, presents Canada as a hostile and inhospitable bush country, insisting 
that freedom and opportunity come at a price. Conversely, Ward’s text, based on 
observations made in the early 1850s while on a tour of Canada on behalf of the 
Anti-Slavery Society of Canada, draws heavily on the motif of the Promised Land, 
or Canaan, in order to emphasize the good prospects African-Americans could 
hope for socially, economically and even politically as citizens of British North 
America. With those two different perspectives on African-American emigration to 
Canada, we will try and provide more nuanced insights into the representation of 
Canada by fugitive slaves and free Blacks in the mid-19th century. 
 
Sandrine Ferré-Rode is an Associate Professor at the Université de Versailles – 
Saint-Quentin en Yvelines, where she teaches in the American and Canadian 
Studies programs. Her broad research interests include, using a comparative 
approach, multiculturalism, regionalism, minority writing and the history of the 
book in Canada and the United States. She has published several articles on the 
narratives of fugitive slaves in Canada and is currently working on a critical edition 
in French of Henry Bibb’s The Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, An American Slave 
(1849). She is also preparing a monograph focusing on the slave narratives written 
by American fugitives who settled in Canada from the 1820s to the US Civil War.  
 
 
Kenneth FROEHLING (Brno University of Technology & Masaryk 
University, Czech Republic) 
 

REVISITING MARCH 1955: ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES 
OF THE RICHARD RIOT IN MONTREAL 

 
The Montreal Richard Riot of March 17, 1955 which followed the season-ending 
suspension of the then hockey superstar of the Montreal Canadiens, Maurice 
Richard, has had many narratives and  myths attached to it in both NHL and 
Canadian political history since 1955.  But there have also been other hockey riots 
in Montreal since then: after the Canadiens Stanley Cup wins in 1986 and 1993 and 
their "first round" victory over their archrivals, the Boston Bruins, in 2008. 
Moreover, Canadian hockey riots have occurred outside Montreal too. Vancouver 
had two major hockey riots after their Stanley Cup Final losses in 1994 and 2011. 
The later Montreal riots and those in Vancouver had nothing to do with player 
suspensions, politics, nationalism, language or race, but mostly were acts of 
vandalism and violence for the sake of it. Therefore, my presentation would like to 
return to March 1955 in Montreal and provide alternative perspectives to the 
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widely known narratives of today on the Richard Riots. I want to bring out factors 
like Richard’s earlier conduct in the 1954/1955 NHL season, the Bruins-Canadiens 
rivalry, etc. that help explain Richard’s suspension which led to the subsequent 
rioting. Movies such as The Rocket, a 2005 movie about Canadiens legend, Maurice 
Richard, and newspaper archival material of the period will be referred to. 
 
Kenneth Froehling  has been a full time Assistant Professor at the Department of 
Languages in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication at the Brno 
University of Technology since 1992 where he is presently lecturing in the area of 
Cultural Studies. In addition, he has been an adjunct lecturer at the Department of 
English and American Studies in the Faculty of Arts at Masaryk University since 
1996 lecturing in both American and Canadian political history—and attending 
several conferences and giving presentations on different aspects of Canada. 
 
 
Marcin GABRY� (Jagiellonian University, Poland) 
 

NUNAVIK’S QUEST FOR SELF-GOVERNANCE 
 
The quest to regain autonomy enjoyed by 11,000 Inuit peoples from the northern 
Quebec prior to European contact began more than 60 years ago. The struggle 
resulted in signing the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement in 1975. This 
document established the basic structure of institutions of governance in the region 
of Nunavik. The next decades brought a number of unsuccessful attempts to 
strengthen self-government. The Nunavik residents have taken part in three public 
consultations on the self-government project and voted in five referendums. The 
negotiations has been faced by numerous internal and external challenges, among 
them the most important was the rise of francophone separatism. Signing of the 
2007 Agreement in Principle for the establishment of the Nunavik Regional 
Government was hoped as a final step towards creating a new type of jurisdiction 
in Canada: a public regional government inside a province. However in April 27, 
2011 the residents of Nunavik voted down the proposal. This result did not bury 
the self-government project in ground for long. Soon the Inuit started a new series 
of public hearings and consultation to define a governance model for their region 
another time (Parnasimautik). The paper will give an overview of recent 
developments on Nunavik’s path to self-governance. It will have two aims: firstly 
to present arguments behind rejecting the agreement in 2011 referendum; and 
secondly to try to answer a question what changes would be needed to a 
governance structure and powers to successfully conclude another round of 
negotiation process. 
 
Marcin Gabry� is an assistant professor at the Institute of American Studies and 
Polish Diaspora, Jagiellonian University. He holds a Ph.D. in political science from 
Jagiellonian University (2007). He has participated in various conferences in 
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Europe and Canada and has been a visiting researcher in McGill University (2012), 
Western Washington University (2012), University of Ottawa (2012, 2011, 2004), 
and John F. Kennedy Institute (2003).  He has been awarded several research 
grants including the IACS and the Department of Foreign Affairs and International 
Trade. He has also taught numerous courses on Canada. He is the author and co-
editor of various publications in the area of Canadian Studies and political science 
(inter alia: State and Society. Canadian Social, political and legal though, Stosunki 
kanadyjsko-ameryka�skie w polityce premiera Pierre'a Elliotta Trudeau 1968-1984, 
Towards Critical Multiculturalism: Dialogues Between / Among Canadian 
Diasporas). In 2013 he was elected the president of the Polish Association for 
Canadian Studies. His main fields of interest include Canada’s internal and foreign 
politics and Arctic issues. 
 
 
Michelle GADPAILLE (University of Maribor, Slovenia) 
 

TWO MARY’S AND A MISSUS: IMAGE AND IDEOLOGY AMONG 
WOMEN TRAVELLERS IN THE CANADIAN NORTH WEST 

 
For some women in 19th century Canada, the northwest figured as a place of 
exploration—as much self-exploration as of geographical incursion into what Mary 
Schaffer (1861-1939) called "the great un-lonely silence of the wilderness." 
Revelling in emancipation from the "frills, furbelows and small follies" that marked 
the lives of women in late-Victorian North America, Schaffer pioneered an era of 
wilderness experience that post-dated the survival struggles of settler pioneers such 
as Susanna Moodie and Catharine Parr Traill. The pull of exploration in the 
Canadian Rockies also brought the Englishwoman, Mrs. Humphry Ward (Mary 
Augusta Ward, née Arnold (1851-1920) and the American artist and photographer 
Mary Vaux (later Walcott, 1860-1940) to Canada’s northwest. Each woman 
captured and purveyed images of the wilderness and its (in)accessibility according 
to individualized schemata of female agency, mobility and power. The resulting 
images, in journals, articles, photography, watercolours and in Mrs. Ward’s novel 
(Canadian Born/Lady Merton, Colonist, 1910) show the range of ideologies that 
were mobilized in order to construct the Rockies and the Canadian northwest as a 
cultural commodity of value to the modern female traveler.  
 
Michelle Gadpaille was educated at Yale University and the University of 
Toronto. After several years teaching in Toronto, she relocated to Slovenia, where 
she currently teaches at the Faculty of Arts, University of Maribor. Having begun 
her research in fiction genres (The Canadian Short Story, Oxford), she now studies 
primarily nineteenth-century Canadian writers ("As She Should Be": Codes of 
Conduct in Early Canadian Women’s Writing, Heidelberg, 2010). She was the co-
editor of the essay collection Words and Music (Cambridge Scholars, 2013) and 
most recently of the essay "Eating Dirt, Being Dirt: Backgrounds to the Story of 
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Slavery" in the current issue of the Austrian journal Arbeiten aus Anglistik und 
Amerikanistik. Currently, she is dividing her research time rather crazily between 
onomastics in the slave narrative/novel, on the one hand, and the intricacy of Alice 
Munro translation, on the other. 
 
 
Rebecca GELEYN (University of Calgary, Canada) 
 

A PEEPHOLE ONTO A VASTNESS: MICRO-SPACES IN YANN 
MARTEL’S LIFE OF PI 

 
The fable-like quality of Yann Martel’s Life of Pi makes any discussion of the 
novel’s concrete places challenging, and especially troubles the question of their 
referentiality to contemporary places. Since the creation of fiction is a pivotal 
theme in the novel, Life of Pi tests our belief in the reality of places throughout the 
story. However, instead of describing large-scale regions such as nations, Martel’s 
novel is interested in micro-spaces, in small enclosures bound by borders, such as 
zoos and lifeboats, including the space inside the mind of memory and the 
imagination. Using Bachelard’s theory on the intimacy of the small space, which 
"allows one to dream in peace" (6), my proposed paper will examine these spaces as 
sites of control and ideal community, where the protagonist can impose order and 
manage variables, partly, arguably, through his creative story-telling. As spaces for 
daydreaming, it is in the micro-spaces that Pi can imagine gatherings of disparate 
cultural practices, religions, or indeed species from different nations or ecosystems 
adapting to survive and even prospering together in harmony. While these small 
places are unable to account for cities or nations, let alone the vastness of the 
universe, the homeliness of these enclosures in Life of Pi encourage the reader to 
imagine the miniature places as ideal models for hybrid communities. 
�
Rebecca Geleyn is a PhD student in English and Creative Writing at the 
University of Calgary in Canada. She writes poetry, fiction and literary reviews, and 
her work has appeared in literary journals across Canada. She has previously 
worked for The Fiddlehead and Qwerty magazines, and she is currently involved in 
running Calgary’s experimental literary journal filling Station. Her areas of 
specialization include contemporary North American literature, visual arts, 
ecocriticism, and animal studies. Her dissertation research considers representations 
of animals in popular culture and will culminate in a novel about a retired artist 
who begins to pursue zoo photography. 
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Claudia GRILL (Bielefeld Graduate School in History and Sociology, Germany) 
 

"TORONTO OF THE NORTH" OR "FORGOTTEN NORTH"? 
BEING A NORTHERNER IN CHURCHILL, MANITOBA 

 
Increased interest in the world’s northern regions puts forth new challenges of 
conceptualizing "the North’. In times of warming temperatures, the Arctic has 
become a focal point for economic and political interests. Subarctic regions, 
however, have not been given much attention so far. The provincial North is seen 
as one of Canada’s poorest areas, marginalized in many ways, and highly vulnerable. 
The notion of North is to a great degree relative: while many Canadians have never 
visited their country north of 55° and share romantic (and/or negative) 
imaginations of this region, people working in Nunavut have compared Churchill 
to Canada’s southern centers. Clearly, friction and contestation are significant 
features of debates about Canada as a northern nation. Based on data gathered 
during 17 months of ethnographic field work in the world’s capital of polar bears, 
my presentation will outline how its population makes sense and use of the 
category "northerner" in their everyday lives. I argue that in a socially and culturally 
very diverse community struggling with a rapid population decline, being a 
northerner can be viewed as a concept to overcome social boundaries valid in other 
instances. At the same time, it is employed to relate this remote town to a global 
community and make claims for participating in it. I will show how people are 
navigating within this highly complex arena of social and environmental changes, 
global actors, local and regional interests, and economic opportunities. 
 
Claudia Grill received her Master’s degree (Social and Cultural Anthropology) 
from the University of Vienna in 2008 and is currently a doctoral candidate 
(Sociology) at the University of Bielefeld. As a member of the Junior Research 
Group "KlimaWelten", she conducted ethnographic fieldwork in northern 
Manitoba. Her doctoral thesis focuses on interactions between humans and non-
humans in Churchill, Manitoba and explores how they shape social realities. 
Claudia is a member of Vienna’s Working Group Arctic and Subarctic (AAS) as 
well as board member of the Young Scholar’s Forum of the Association of 
Canadian Studies in German-speaking Countries (GKS). Her latest publication 
deals with interpretations of climatic changes in the world’s self-acclaimed "Polar 
Bear Capital of the World": Grill, C. (2014): Animal belongings: Human�non 
human interactions and climate change in the Canadian Subarctic. In: Greschke, H. 
& Tischler, J. (eds.): The Challenges of Global Climate Change. Locally Grounded 
Interdisciplinary Approaches. Springer. 
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Pavel HLAVA�EK (University of West Bohemia, Czech Republic) 
 
IN THE DEFENSE OF CANADIAN SOVEREIGNTY IN THE ARCTIC 
 
When it comes to the challenges Canada faces in the North, current Canadian 
government has finally found usefulness of NATO. In my paper I would like to 
analyze conflicting interests of Canada and Russia over the exact lines of Exclusive 
Economic Zone in the Artic. As political scientist, I would like to interpret 
Canada’s activities form the point of theories of international relations. 
 
Pavel Hlava�ek is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Political Science 
and International relations, University of West Bohemia in Pilsen. Most of his work 
focuses on issues related to British and American Studies. Currently his research 
examines the effects on changing balance of power in regions such as East Asia or 
the Arctic with respect to the role of US foreign policy.  
 
 
Martina HORÁKOVÁ (Masaryk University, Czech Republic) 
 

GEOGRAPHY OF VIOLENCE AND HOMECOMING:  
NORTH (E)SCAPES OF EDEN ROBINSON 

 
First Nations Haisla writer Eden Robinson works with the idea of North in 
peculiar ways: in some stories, the characters escape "south", embracing urban 
anonymity and modernity but also a promise, often unfulfilled, of freedom and 
hopeful future. For example, in the short story "Traplines", the main character Will 
undergoes a series of escapes from the abusive and malfunctioning family and 
communal environment which is framed with markers of 
"northerness"/otherness—snow, cold, wildness, trapline, white marten, cedar 
smoke, village, hunger, family dysfunction)—only to realize that the space standing 
in opposition to where he comes from, space seemingly promising comfort, care, 
safety, warmth, and food, is a disguised trap set up for him. This dichotomy of 
"north" and "south" is, however, reversed in other texts, such as "Queen of the 
North", Monkey Beach and its non-fictional complement Sasquatch at Home. 
North, both geographical and metaphorical, becomes a trope for traditional 
homeland—a link to pre-colonial civilization and history, albeit unromanticized 
one—as well as contemporary hybrid Indigeneity, while the "south" threatens with 
urban violence, crime, and encroaching whiteness. My presentation will explore this 
dichotomy in Robinson’s various texts and attempt to uncover a potential 
reconciliation or transgression of the simplified opposition of "northern wildness" 
and "southern civilization". 
 
Martina Horakova, based at Department of English and American Studies at 
Masaryk University, teaches Australian literature and culture, contemporary 
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Indigenous literatures and is interested, generally, in minority discourses and 
postcolonial theories. Her research focuses on genres of life writing and creative 
non-fiction, narratives of belonging in settler colonies, and contemporary 
Indigeneity in Australia and Canada. Recent articles and book chapters were 
published in Handbook of Autobiography/Autofiction (De Gruyter, 2016), A 
Companion to Aboriginal Literature (Camden House, 2013), Antipodes (2013), 
JEASA (2013), Alternatives in Biography (MU Press, 2011). 
 
 
Ivana JARAMAZ RESKUŠI� et Biljana KOSTADINOV  
(Faculté de droit de Zagreb, Croatie) 
 

LEGISLATION ET CORRUPTION ELECTORALE: DEPUIS LES 
LEÇONS ROMAINES AUX EXPERIENCES CANADIENNES ET 

PERSPECTIVES CROATES 
 
La législation électorale étant la prémisse principale des élections transparentes 
justes et accessibles, nous passerons en revue ci-après les mécanismes juridiques 
pénaux, les moyens de leur protection ou en d'autres termes de la protection de la 
démocratie parlementaire au Canada. Pour ce faire nous prendrons pour point de 
départ les solutions les plus anciennes, à savoir la perception romaine républicaine 
des délits électoraux, à travers la formation progressive d'instruments juridiques 
pénaux assurant le protection du droit de chaque citoyen romain à former sa 
propre volonté électorale et garantissant son droit à voter librement lors des 
comices électoraux pour les magistratures républicaines qui étaient les piliers de 
l'organisation constitutionnelle et politique de l'époque. Nous suivrons l'évolution 
de la perception juridique et pénale de l'ambitus ainsi que des mesures de 
sanctionnement portées par le législateur républicain. Définissant ainsi le crimen 
ambitus, nous essaierons d'expliquer la nature juridique, les modalités et les objectifs 
de la règlementation canadienne (fédérale et provinciale) assurant la protection de la 
législation électorale.  
Nous passerons en revue les infractions particulières aux termes de la Loi électorale 
canadienne et des provinces (corruption et intimidation; infractions liées au vote; 
infractions liées aux candidats; infractions liées aux fonctionnaires électoraux et aux 
autres fonctionnaires; autres infractions telles que diffusion de renseignements faux 
ou trompeurs ou utilisation non-autorisée d'une liste électorale) ainsi que les 
sanctions prévues pour les délits électoraux (amendes, emprisonnement et 
sanctions spéciales pour les cas de corruption, ou encore inadmissibilité pour une 
durée déterminée). Finalement, nous montrerons que la législation électorale 
canadienne est une véritable source de solutions positives applicables dans la 
réalisation d'une meilleure réglementation électorale croate. 
 
Ivana Jaramaz Reskuši� enseigne à la Faculté de droit de l'Université de Zagreb à 
partir de septembre 1988, dans le cadre de la Chaire d'histoire générale de l'Etat et 
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du droit. En 1994, elle rejoint comme assistante la Chaire de droit romain. Elle 
obtient son doctorat, consacré au Système pénal dans la Rome antique en juillet 2002 et 
est nommée la même années professeur associé à la Chaire de droit romain. Depuis 
2003, elle dirige le cours optionnel Rhétorique et argumentation juridique – aspect 
historique. Elle a publié deux ouvrages scientifiques et 24 articles scientifiques. Lors 
de la conférence internationale Migration, Globalization, Hybridity :Canadian and 
Croatian Experiences (Zagreb, mai 2010) a présenté une contribution intitulée The 
Peregrination of the Civil-law Ideas: Rome - France - Quebec. Dans le sillage des résultats de 
ses travaux, elle poursuit l'étude de l'influence et de la portée des idées romaines, 
tant en droit privé qu'en droit public, dans certains pays d'Europe (ex. Belgique, 
Espagne etc.) mais également dans les Etats transatlantiques (ex. Québec). Elle est 
membre actif de l'Association d'histoire OTIUM depuis 1992., et de l'Association 
académique croate-canadienne de Zagreb. 
 
Biljana Kostadinov a obtenu son doctorat en 1998 à la Faculté de droit de 
l’Université de Zagreb, Croatie, où elle enseigne actuellement le Droit 
constitutionnel. Elle a suivi une spécialisation en Droit communautaire à l’IUE 
(1989), en Droit constitutionnel français à l’Institut Charles de Gaulle à Paris (1992-
1993) et à l’Université Paris I, elle a également étudié le Fédéralisme américain lors 
de deux cours intensifs post-doctoral au Fulbright Institute à Londres (1999) et aux 
Etats-Unis (2002). Elle est membre de l’International Association of Constitutional Law, 
de l’Association française de Droit constitutionnel, de l'American Political Science Association 
et de l’Académie croate des sciences juridiques. Ses principaux intérêts scientifiques sont le 
droit constitutionnel comparé, l’organisation des pouvoirs et le fédéralisme. 
 
 
Janicke KAASA (University of Oslo, Norway) 
 

A PLACE OF AUTHENTICITY: "THE NORTH" IN  
ENGLISH-CANADIAN TRAVEL WRITING FROM THE 1950S 

 
The important geopolitical and economic role of the Canadian North in the 
postwar years contributed to an increased concern with the North as a marker of 
national identity. Few scholars, however, have explored this relation between the 
North and the national in Canadian travel writing from this period. In this paper, 
therefore, I will focus on the representation of the North in a selection of five 
English-Canadian travel books written in the 1950s: Pierre Berton’s The Mysterious 
North (1956), Richard Harrington’s The Face of the Arctic (1952), Farley Mowat’s 
People of the Deer (1952) and The Desperate People (1959), and Doug 
Wilkinson’s Land of the Long Day (1955). More specifically, I will explore how 
these texts represent the North as a marker of national identity by promoting it as a 
place of authenticity. As I will argue, these travel books both draw upon and 
challenge stereotypical ideas in their portrayal of the North as authentic. Such 
contesting perspectives within the travel books, I will claim, largely reflect the 
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changing role of the North in the postwar period. And, on another level, the 
representation of the North in these travel books testifies to how the North is 
continuously being renegotiated in order to retain its significance to the national. 
 
Janicke S. Kaasa (b. 1983) is a PhD Candidate in Comparative Literature at the 
Department for Literature, Area Studies and European Language at the University 
of Oslo, Norway. Her ongoing PhD project examines the representation of the 
Canadian North in a selection of English-Canadian travel writing in the 1950s, with 
particular attention to extra-textual circumstances, rhetorical strategies within the 
texts and their performative power. The project is supervised by Prof. Kjersti Bale 
(University of Oslo) and Prof. Sherrill Grace (University of British Columbia). 
Kaasa has a Master’s degree in Comparative Literature from the University of Oslo, 
with the thesis "Ambiguity as Resistance in Gabrielle Roy’s La Rivière sans repos: 
Questioning Stereotypes in Representations of Inuit Culture" (in Norwegian). Her 
research interests include travel writing, postcolonial literature, Canadian literature 
and culture, literature and national identity, and literary representations of the 
North. 
 
 
Judit KÁDÁR (Eszterházy Károly University, Hungary) 
 

MULTICULTURAL IDENTITY NEGOTIATION IN SOME RECENT 
CANADIAN AND U.S. MIXED-BLOOD NARRATIVES 

 
This paper addresses the "broken taboos and uncomfortable truths" of mixed 
blood identity in the ethno-cultural Borderlands of the American Southwest and 
Canada. Contemporary New Mexico writing performs how the combination of 
Pueblo Indian, Mexican, Latino/a and various non-Indigenous ethnic heritages 
make each individual very specific in terms of ethno-cultural identity, while the 
"conflicting blood strains" also pose various challenges for them. I explore how 
these features are reflected in Louis Owens’s Bone Games (1994), Nightland (1996) 
and Dark River (1999), while I also share my reading of the radical textual undoing 
of ethnic identity concepts (including stereotypes) and show how they depict the 
"hybrid potential" Owens claims to exist. I also present how interracial 
understanding and the vision of inclusive community are challenged by mixed 
heritage individuals and their identity negotiation in various communities of 
shifting sites of identity formulation ("journey"), particularly in the Métis novelist 
Joseph Boyden’s Three Day Road (2005). I study the fluctuation between more social 
identities and specifically the possibilities for escaping prescribed identity 
formulations and reconnecting with tribal heritage that manifests the clashing 
western and Indigenous cosmologies and tackles the problems of ethnic pride, 
shame and stigma. I explore ethnic identity transformations, the act and process of 
ethnic choice in the view of these novels. My comparative US and Canadian 
approach targets how post-racial nations in North America perceive Indigeneity as 
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part of the mix and some related problems, like authenticity, identification and 
validation. 
 
Judit Kádár is the head of the Hungarian Network for Canadian Studies under 
CEACS. She has been teaching US and Canadian studies for two decades, while 
working as an examiner in LCCI, Origo and ECL exams. She occasionally does 
interpreting and translation work, language exam preparations, conference 
organizing work and other community activities. She has taught at Georgia College 
& State University and at University of New Mexico, as a Fulbright scholar. She 
worked as the director of the International Relations Centre at Eszterházy Károly 
College. Her objectives for the teaching and research field include introducing 
interdisciplinary approaches in US and Canadian Studies. Her research interest is 
indigenization and the self representation of blended heritage writers and artists in 
the US SW and in Canada in particular. She also works as an educational counsellor 
for the Hungarian Nation Bank and as the founder of Pallas Athene Manager 
Center. 
 
 
János KENYERES (Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary) 
 

"ICEBERG, ENIGMA, STRANGE AND TIMELESS":  
THE NORTH IN CANADIAN SHORT FICTION 

 
Canada is often identified with the North in other parts of the world, including 
Central Europe, mostly in a romantic and idealized way. When viewed from a 
distance, the territorial differences between the Canadian North and the Canadian 
South seem to blur and the Northern features clearly prevail. One can also observe 
a keen fascination with the North in Canadian literature itself, often bound up with 
such concepts as isolation, solitude and estrangement. Concentrating on two short 
stories, "Death by Landscape" and "Open Secrets", the paper intends to explore 
the ways in which Margaret Atwood and Alice Munro elaborate on this complex 
theme through their particular narrative techniques, shedding light also on the fact 
that the two works significantly mirror and reflect (on) one another. The 
"Northern" landscapes depicted in these Northern plots combine and create what 
the poet Endre Ady called, albeit in another context, an "iceberg, enigma, strange 
and timeless."  
 
János Kenyeres is Director and Associate Professor in the School of English and 
American Studies at Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, where he teaches 
English and Canadian literature, Canadian cinema, and literary theory. He has 
several publications in these fields, including the book Revolving around the Bible: 
A Study of Northrop Frye (2003). From 2005 to 2008 he was Visiting Professor of 
Hungarian at the University of Toronto. He is currently vice-president of the 
Central European Association for Canadian Studies, head of the Canadian Studies 
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Centre in the School of English and American Studies at Eötvös Loránd 
University, and co-editor of The AnaChronisT. 
 
 
Krisztina KODÓ (Kodolányi University of Applied Sciences, Hungary) 
 

VISUAL AND AUDIBLE EXPRESSIONS OF THE NORTH 
 
The paper intends to focus on presenting and comparing literary interpretations of 
the North by Canadian writers and artists. I aim to approach expressions of the 
North from a general perspective and view various artistic works (Don Proch, 
Magnetic North Mask (2000); William Blair Bruce, The Phantom Hunter (1888); 
Lawren S. Harris, Lake and Mountains (1928), Winter Comes from the Arctic to 
the Temperate Zone (1935), Mt. Lefroy (1930)), and compare them with Henry 
Beissel’s epic poem, Cantos North (1982) and Al Purdy’s poems titled: Trees at the 
Arctic Circle, Inuit and Listening (1967). The North is at once a geographical fact 
and also a fluid and ungraspable metaphor. What is the North? Is the North a "vast 
blank canvas of a land" (Beissel 7)? How do we define the North? Where is the 
North? What is the Magnetic North or rather where is it? According to Sherrill 
Grace the "Magnetic North suggests a politics of locations" (Grace 263), which 
may be mine or anyone else’s, as it defines various conceptions of northern poles. 
Inevitably, one must distinguish between the North’s image and its reality. And 
which reality is a conclusive definition of the North, that of white man or the 
Indigenous Peoples?  
The visual and the audible expressions of the North on the basis of paintings and 
poetry approach our senses and allow for deeper and varied interpretations of the 
metaphor. Whether we are talking about our own conceptions, a mythology or 
concrete geographical facts Daniel Francis’ statement rings true: "The North 
occupies the imagination, filling it with dreams of high adventure and fabulous 
wealth. …North is an idea, not a location; a myth, a promise, a destiny" (Francis 
152). Coming to terms and understanding the vast empty land and sorting through 
the many varied interpretations available is difficult, but nevertheless an exciting 
and engaging endeavour. 
 
Krisztina Kodó, PhD, MA, is currently full professor at the Department of 
English Language and Literatures, Kodolányi University of Applied Sciences, 
Hungary. Her MA (1992) and PhD (2002) dissertation focused on Canadian 
literature, culture and the arts, which she received from Eotvos Lorand University, 
Budapest. Her main field of research encompasses Irish Studies (multicultural 
theatre, cultural identities, contemporary Irish theatre) and Canadian Studies 
(multicultural identities, the Northern myth, Native literatures, contemporary 
Canadian drama and poetry, regional literatures). She wrote her habilitation 
dissertation in 2012 titled Variations on a Canadian theme: identities, icons, 
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stereotypical images and the Northern myth, which she successfully defended in 
2013 and was granted her diploma in 2014. 
 
 
Ksenija KONDALI (University of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina) 
 

REPRESENTING THE NORTH IN LAWRENCE HILL’S  
THE BOOK OF NEGROES 

 
This paper proposes reading Lawrence Hill’s 2007 novel The Book of Negroes as a 
narrative that provides a glimpse into the complex meanings of the "North" for 
(then) present and former slaves. The analysis of the North’s impact, as the 
protagonist negotiates her personal trauma and collective memory, recounts 
Canadian history and cultural and literary discourse. Discussion focuses on 
representing the North (thus Canada) as an ambivalent place of freedom for 
African slaves from across the border. Specifically, this study explores how the 
concept of the North as a haven for American slaves is challenged in the portrayal 
of Aminata Diallo, a free-born girl subjected to the gruesome horrors of the Middle 
Passage. This protagonist’s fate takes a turn with the American War of 
Independence and subsequent "exodus" to Nova Scotia offered to Black Loyalists 
(those slaves whose names were entered into The Book of Negroes) by the British. 
This angle of examination inevitably engages the issue of the North as both a 
geographical location and a set of imaginary geographies that have key implications 
for the Canadian identity. 
�
Ksenija Kondali has taught a wide range of literary courses in the English 
Department of the University of Sarajevo, since 1995. She received her Ph.D. in 
English and American Studies from the University of Zagreb in 2012, under the 
supervision of Prof. Stipe Grgas, and her BA and MA from the University of 
Sarajevo. Her research interests include contemporary American literature and 
culture, literature-to-screen adaptations, and postcolonial approaches. Ksenija 
Kondali is Head of the English and American Literature Program and Deputy 
Head of the English Department of the University of Sarajevo. Since February 
2014, she serves as vice-dean for scientific research and international academic 
cooperation of the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Sarajevo. 
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Ulla KRIEBERNEGG (University of Graz, Austria) 
 
LEAVE THEM ON THE ICE FLOE? PUT THEM IN THE NURSING 

HOME? GERONTICIDE IN MARGARET ATWOOD’S  
"TORCHING THE DUSTIES" (2014) 

 
This paper analyses the burden narrative of old age in Margaret Atwood’s 
apocalyptic short story "Torching the Dusties", which appeared as the closing tale 
of her short story collection Stone Mattress (2014). Whereas the Inuit allegedly 
used to put their elders on ice floes, committing a kind of legendary geronticide, 
Atwood’s text portrays a dystopic society in which a violent mob sets out to burn 
down nursing homes all across North America, literally "torching the dusties." 
Atwood’s story can be read as a satirical burden narrative of old age that reveals 
how a rhetoric of crisis ("the age wave", "the silver tsunami") disaffiliates the oldest 
old from the young in discursive and spatial terms. In "Torching the Dusties", such 
ageist discourses have become normalized, and killing the elderly seems to have 
become an acceptable solution to the problem of the "demographic time bomb". 
By means of Michel Foucault’s concept of "heterotopia", this paper explores the 
marginalization of old age and the ageism manifested in spatial segregation from a 
literary gerontological perspective. It discusses how the binary opposition of young 
and old affects the nursing home inmates’ identity construction and leads them to 
internalize, but also to challenge, the blatant ageism that culminates in geronticide.  
 
Ulla Kriebernegg is Assistant Professor at the Center for Inter-American Studies 
(C.IAS) at the University of Graz, Austria. She studied English and American Studies 
and German Philology at the University of Graz and at University College Dublin, 
Ireland and holds a master's and a doctoral degree from the University of Graz. Her 
emphasis in research and teaching is on (Inter-)American literary and cultural studies, 
interculturality, Jewish migrations to the Americas, age/aging studies and US and 
European higher education policy. Her current book project ("Habilitation" - 
working title: Putting Age in its Place: Age, Space, and Identity in North American 
Care Home Narratives) focuses on representations of long-term care institutions in 
Canadian and US American film and fiction. Ulla is a founding member of ENAS 
(European Network of Aging Studies), a board member of the Center of Canadian 
Studies at the University of Graz, and co-editor of the Aging Studies book series. 
 
 
Kv	ta KUNESOVA (Université de Hradec Kralove, République tchèque) 
 

LE NORD RETROUVÉ 
 
Cette communication se propose d'analyser le roman Nikolski (2005) de Nicolas 
Dickner, où le Nord se présente en tant que territoire libre, mais également 
conflictuel. La liberté des explorateurs et des aventuriers est éclipsée par la 
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souffrance et l’humiliation des autochtones, qui sont obligés de quitter leurs 
villages. Or, le Nord dans le roman possède une valeur métaphorique, celle de 
l’orientation de la vie et de la bonne direction. C’est cette acception qui fait 
emmerger plusieurs relations intertextuelles et fait revêtir aux mots des 
connotations nouvelles.   
 
Kveta Kunesova a obtenu son doctorat à la Faculté de Lettres de l'Université 
Masaryk, à Brno. Elle enseigne dans la Section de langue et littérature françaises de 
la Faculté de Pédagogie de l'Université de Hradec Králové (depuis 1994). 
Spécialisée dans la littérature française, la littérature francophone et la littérature de 
jeunesse, elle étudie notamment le roman français moderne (2nde moitié du XXe 

siècle), la littérature québécoise (littérature migrante), ainsi que la littérature 
québécoise pour la jeunesse. Elle a récemment publié: L’Exil : réalité et imagination, 
consacré à l’exil dans la littérature québécoise et canadienne francophone (2015, en 
tchèque). 
 
 
Katalin KÜRTÖSI (University of Szeged, Hungary) 
 

PICTURES OF THE NORTH IN CANADIAN CULTURE  
(INTERWAR PERIOD) 

 
As part of efforts for the descriptions of a cultural identity, many artists in the 
interwar period turned to the North – the best-known manifestation of this idea 
was 'Nanook of the North'. The paper will deal with paintings (Group of Seven 
painters) and literary examples (novels by A. Stringer, B. Brooker, plays by H. 
Voaden) supporting this endeavour. I wish to look at these works in the contexts 
of Canadian and Western Modernism. 
 
Katalin Kürtösi is Associate Professor at the Department of Comparative 
Literature, University of Szeged, responsible for a minor programme in theatre 
studies. She has been researching Canadian culture (theatre, literature, painting) for 
more than 30 years, publishing widely in Europe and in Canada. She was editor-in-
chief of Central European Journal of Canadian Studies/Revue d'études 
canadiennes en Europe centrale between 2001 and 2009 and director of 
"Translations Research Project" (2010-12). Her monograph on Modernism on the 
'Margin' – The 'Margin' on Modernism. Manifestations in Canadian Culture was 
published by Wissner Verlag in 2013. 
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Petr KYLOUŠEK (Université Masaryk, République tchèque) 
 

CE NORD TOUT EN FEU: LES HÉRITIERS DE LA MINE ET 
IL PLEUVAIT DES OISEAUX DE JOCELYNE SAUCIER 

 
Parmi les trois romans que Jocelyne Saucier a situés dans l’Abitibi et le nord de 
l’Ontario, deux se placent sous le signe de l’été torride et du feu meurtrier : Les 
héritiers de la mine (1999) et Il pleuvait des oiseaux (2011). Dans les deux cas, le feu 
prend une valeur symbolique, sous-tendue d’imaginaire religieux. Il pleuvait des 
oiseaux prend pour point de départ  le récit apocalyptique du grand incendie de la 
forêt ontarienne de 1916 auquel s’opposent l’amour, la dignité devant la mort, 
l’affirmation du libre arbitre et le rachat du mal par l’art. Les héritiers de la mine (1999) 
s’ouvrent sur l’image d’une ville minière en déclin, terrorisée par un clan familial qui 
veut s’approprier la mine en faisant le vide autour de lui. La vérité sur la catastrophe 
– une histoire du sacrifice et du rachat de la faute – débouche sur la catharsis 
collective de l’ecclésia familiale qui va se reconstituer après des années d’errance. Le 
feu dévastateur du Nord va être examiné comme élément structurant des deux 
romans à différents niveaux de la narration. 
 
Petr Kyloušek est professeur à l’Institut de Langues et Littératures Romanes de 
l’Université Masaryk de Brno (République Tchèque). Il a publié, ces dernières 
années, Us-Them-Me: The Search for Identity in Canadian Literature and Film/ Nous-Eux-
Moi: La quête de l'identité dans la littérature et le cinéma canadiens, Brno, Masarykova 
univerzita, 2009 (en collaboration); D�jiny francouzsko-kanadské a quebecké literatury 
(Histoire de la littérature canadienne-française et québécoise), Brno, Host, 2005. Articles 
récents: Pour une famille "liquide" : le cas de Nikolski de Nicolas Dickner (in 
Malinovská, Z., Coyault, S. Histoires francophones de familles. Le familier, l'inquiétant et le 
loufoque. Prešov, 2013. pp. 12-28); Le rêve communautaire de Marie-Claire Blais. 
Eschatologie et agapé dans le cycle de Soifs. Studia Romanistica Posnaniensia, 
2013, 40/ 4, pp. 13-21; Littérature québécoise – littérature nationale ou 
communautaire? Quelles perspectives? Canadiana, Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 
2013, 14/ 1, pp. 179-190; La France et nous (in Vurm, P. Réévaluations: canons 
littéraires et culturels / Reassessements: Literary and Cultural Canons. Brno: Masarykova 
univerzita, 2013. pp. 21-32. 
 
 
Katarina LABUDOVA (Catholic University in Ruzomberok, Slovakia) 
 

"THE NORTH IS NOT ENDLESS": MARGARET 
ATWOOD’S ECO-CRITICAL WARNINGS 

 
Margaret Atwood’s focus of concern has centre on the operations of power politics 
at every level, from the sexual and individual to national, international and global 
relations in her fiction as well as non-fiction. She has become more actively 
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engaged with writers’ rights, women rights, human rights, animal rights, and 
environmental issues. Raised in the Canadian north woods, Atwood initially 
focused on the Canadian north and wilderness but has assumed a globalised 
dimension in her increasingly urgent warnings against the danger of separating 
humanity from nature. This article attempts to trace Atwood’s genuine concern for 
environmental issues through the oeuvre of her essays, which show eclectic 
diversity in genre as well as subject matter. From an eco-feminist stance, which 
identifies environmental crisis as a specifically hierarchical problem with ideological 
origins in patriarchy and materialism in Strange Things: The Malevolent North in 
Canadian Literature, where she discusses the North as a femme fatale to eco-
criticism identifying anthropocentrism as the crucial conceptual problem with 
civilisation and its destructive relations with nature, metaphorically as well literally 
associated with the North.  
 
Katarina Labudova is a teacher at the Department of English Language and 
Literature, Faculty of Arts and Letters, Catholic University in Ruzomberok, 
Slovakia, where she lectures and teaches courses on British and Canadian 
Literature. She gained her Ph.D (2011) in the field of Comparative Literatures at 
the University of Masaryk, Brno, Czech Republic. Her dissertation titled 
Palimpsestous Selves: Transgressing the Boundaries of Genre in Angela Carter’s 
and Margaret Atwood’s Fiction deals with Angela Carter’s and Margaret Atwood’s 
strategies of writing beyond genre conventions. Katarina Labudova has published 
several articles focused on women’s writing, identity, monstrosity and the 
representations of the body in postmodern literatures. 
 
 
Vesna LOPI�I� and Milena KOSTI� (University of Niš, Serbia) 
 

A FILMED REPRESENTATION OF THE CANADIAN 
ABORIGINAL NORTH: ATANARJUAT (THE FAST RUNNER) 

 
The paper focuses on the analytical survey of a 2001 Canadian film, Atanarjuat 
(The Fast Runner), directed by Zacharias Kunuk, from the perspective of film 
studies, postcolonial literary studies, archetypal criticism and historical data. Bearing 
in mind that it is the first feature film ever to be written, directed and acted 
completely in Inuktitut, the language of Canada’s Inuit people, an eclectic approach 
will be employed in the paper. Set in the vast Arctic landscape at the dawn of the 
first millennium, the Inuit legend of Atanarjuat (the Fast Runner) and his older 
brother Amaqjuaq (the Strong One) depicts the indigenous motifs deeply preserved 
in the Inuit oral tradition: shamanism, love rivalry, collective crisis and fear, 
courageous individual on the quest for the restoration of natural abundance and 
communal well-being, constructive and destructive supernatural forces, etc. 
Regarding E.F. Dick’s claims that the phrase "appropriation of voice" primarily 
suggests a "theft" of an ethnic group’s "story" by an outsider (1998), Atanarjuat 
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(The Fast Runner) represents one of the first attempts of the Inuit population to 
offer an inside view of this popular indigenous legend. By powerfully resisting 
appropriation, the filmed version of the genuine Inuit legend has successfully 
accomplished its initial goals: to show how for thousands of years Inuit 
communities had survived and thrived in the Arctic, and to introduce the new 
storytelling medium of film to help Inuit communities survive long into the future 
(d'Anglure, 2002).  
 
Vesna Lopi�i� is a Full Professor at the University of Niš, Serbia. Her publications 
include  Fall into Culture: Human Nature in the Work of William Golding and 
Margaret Atwood (2002), two collections of essays on Canadian literature and a 
number of course books, readers, and conference proceedings. She co-edited three 
collections of essays Identity Issues: Literary and Linguistic Landscapes (2010), 
Challenging Change: Literary and Linguistic Responses (2012)  and Values Across 
Cultures and Times (2014) published by CSP. She teaches English Literature and 
British and Canadian Studies Courses.  
 
Milena Kosti� is an Assistant Professor in the English Department in the Faculty 
of Philosophy at the University of Niš, Serbia. Her MA thesis, "The Faustian Motif 
in the Tragedies of Christopher Marlowe" was published by Cambridge Scholars 
Publishing in 2013. She defended her PhD thesis entitled "Public vs. Private in 
Shakespeare's History Plays" at the Faculty of Philosophy, Novi Sad, Serbia in 
2013.  Her areas of academic interest include Medieval and Renaissance English 
literature, Shakespeare studies, British studies, Scottish studies and Canadian 
studies. 
 
 
Martin LÖSCHNIGG (University of Graz, Austria) 
 

"KNIGHT ERRANT" IN THE ARCTIC: THE FRANKLIN 
EXPEDITIONS IN CANADIAN AND OTHER NOVELS 

 
In Canadian literature, the unfortunate British explorer Sir John Franklin has been a 
"haunting presence" (Margaret Atwood) and a symbol of imperial exploration and 
expansion to the north. My paper will investigate renderings of Franklin’s arctic 
explorations mainly in two Canadian novels, Rudy Wiebe’s A Discovery of 
Strangers (1994) and Mordecai Richler’s Solomon Gursky Was Here (1989), and 
one German, Sten Nadolny’s Die Entdeckung der Langsamkeit (The Discovery of 
Slowness, 1983). I shall discuss how in these novels the narrative itself becomes a 
form of exploration, investigating the "empty spaces’ glossed over by imperial 
myth-making. As one of the characters in Wiebe’s novel puts it, "[s]tories are like 
ropes, they pull you to incomprehensible places". In the case of A Discovery of 
Strangers, these "places" stand for the experience of the future colonized, as 
represented by the Dene people who served Franklin as scouts and hunters on his 
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first overland expedition to the Canadian arctic in 1819-22. Wiebe’s novel therefore 
attempts to re-write an episode in the history of arctic exploration, revising in 
particular accounts of the expedition by Franklin himself and by members of his 
crew. In the same way, Richler’s burlesque of the history of arctic exploration 
undermines imperial myths by means of the counterfactual participation of Jews 
(another marginalized group within the Canadian spectrum) in Franklin’s third 
expedition. In contrast, Nadolny’s fictional biography undermines images of the 
imperial hero by portraying Franklin rather sympathetically as a man out of his 
time. 
 
Martin Löschnigg is an Associate Professor of English at the University of Graz, 
Austria, where he is also chair of the English Department’s section on the New 
English Literatures, and deputy director of the Centre for Canadian Studies. His 
main fields of research are narrative theory, autobiography, the English novel, the 
literature of the First World War, and Canadian literature, and he has published 12 
books (including a short history of Canadian literature, co-authored with Maria 
Löschnigg) and more than 60 articles on these subjects. Recent books: Migration 
and Fiction: Narratives of Migration in Contemporary Canadian Literature (co-ed., 
with Maria Löschnigg; Heidelberg 2009); Cultural Constructions of Migration in 
Canada (co-ed., with Klaus-Dieter Ertler and Yvonne Völkl; Frankfurt/M. 2011); 
The Great War in Post-Memory Literature and Film, co-ed. with Marzena 
Sokolowska-Paryz; Berlin and Boston 2014); North America, Europe and the 
Cultural Memory of the First World War (ed., forthcoming Heidelberg 2015). 
 
 
Krzysztof MAJER (University of Lodz, Poland) 
 

BLOOD, ELEGANCE, HEAT: LEONARD COHEN IN 
A MUSICALIZED FICTION BY BILL GASTON 

 
In the span of two and a half decades, Bill Gaston has published – alongside 
novels, such as The Order of Good Cheer (2000) or The Cameraman (1994) – six 
collections of short prose, including Sex is Red (1998), Mount Appetite (2002) and 
the widely celebrated Gargoyles (2006). Gaston’s short fiction frequently centers on 
"charismatically dysfunctional" characters (Atkinson 2014) facing critical, point-of-
no-return developments. His most recent collection, Juliet Was a Surprise (2014), 
continues to build on the above qualities. Arguably, among the most accomplished 
pieces in the new collection is "Geriatric Arena Grope", originally published in 
Fiddlehead 248 (2011). The story may be analyzed as an example of what Werner 
Wolf (1999) describes as "musicalized fiction", i.e. literary prose in which "covert" 
intermediality manifests itself in traces of music, present by means of 
"thematization" or iconical "imitation". Focused on one evening in the life of a 
fragmented family – where the mother cannot help thinking about her cancer 
diagnosis but desperately wants to enjoy with her loved ones a concert of Leonard 
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Cohen – Gaston’s text is in equal parts an exploration of the latter issues and a 
complex musico-literary phenomenon. Engaging themes such as desire, seduction 
and fulfillment, Gaston maps those onto the musical fabric woven out of strands of 
songs and memories of performances, establishing a curious textual embodiment of 
Cohen, that familiar phenomenon of North American culture. 
 
Krzysztof Majer is an assistant professor at the University of Lodz, Poland. 
Academic interests: contemporary Canadian fiction, Jewish literature and culture, 
musico-literary intermediality. His doctoral dissertation (2008) was devoted to 
Mordecai Richler; he contributed to the Richler issue of Canadian Literature 
(Winter 2010). He has also written on R. Hage, M. A. Jarman, V. Nabokov, T. 
Bernhard as well as the Coen brothers and F. Girard. Editor of Beirut to Carnival 
City: Reading Rawi Hage (under consideration by U of Alberta P), co-editor of 
Tools of Their Tools: Communications Technologies and American Cultural 
Practice (CSP, 2009). Organizer of several conferences, e.g. "Kanade, di Goldene 
Medine? Perspectives on Canadian-Jewish Literature and Culture" (Lodz 2014, w. 
Concordia University, Montreal). Translator of literature and criticism into Polish, 
e.g. Allen Ginsberg’s letters (2014), the Kerouac / Ginsberg correspondence (2012) 
and, currently, Patrick DeWitt’s novel Undermajordomo Minor. In 2015, Dr Majer 
was accepted to the Banff International Literary Translation Centre residency with 
a project concerning post-millennial Canadian prose. 
 
 
Jana MAREŠOVÁ (Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic) 
 

UNDER THE NORTHERN LIGHTS: THE NORTH NARRATED BY 
RICHARD VAN CAMP 

 
The paper explores the image and representation of the North in works by Richard 
van Camp, emerging First Nations short story writer and novelist. Usually set in the 
Northwest Territories, van Camp’s stories tell about the life on and off the reserves 
and in cities in the Canadian north. His characters struggle with all kinds of 
consequences of settler colonialism and cultural oppression – alcohol and drug 
abuse, criminality, high suicide rate, shattered families, disconnected communities, 
identity crisis. Despite the harshness of the environment, they try to re-establish the 
relationships within their communities and re-connect with their selves. The North 
and its distinguished features, such as the northern lights, the unexpected diversity 
of winter landscape, the animals and vast distances, can provide rich source of 
imagination and spiritual power, if seen from a different than materialistic and 
consumeristic perspective. Richard van Camp in his stories discloses the 
unidealistic reality of the life in the north today. On the other hand, the resurgence 
of Indigenous knowledge he searches, brisk humor he offers and power of love in 
all its forms he portrays express the other face of the North; the face of 
omnipresent spirituality, creativity and human perseverance.  
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Jana Marešová is currently in the third year of her PhD studies. She does research 
in contemporary Canadian Indigenous novel, discussing works by both 
distinguished writers such as Thomas King, Tomson Highway and Joseph Boyden 
and emerging writers as Leanne Betasamosake Simpson and Richard van Camp. 
She explores the form and use of myth in the novels and the importance of oral 
storytelling in literary texts. 
Last academic year she spent in Wirth Institute for Austrian and Central European 
Studies at University of Alberta, Edmonton. She had the chance to speak publicly 
about her research both in Europe (Leiden, Baia Mare) and in Canada (Edmonton, 
Lethbridge, Montreal). 
 
 
Milena MARINKOVA (University of Central Lancashire, United Kingdom) 
 

A PEACEKEEPER OF THE NORTH, A BYSTANDER IN  
THE SOUTH? 

AFFECTING HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION IN  
CANADIAN FICTION 

 
Canada’s perception as a benign peace-keeping power has become a national myth, 
despite arguments by critics that the "peaceable kingdom" stance has been a 
strategic choice of multilateralism rather than inherent altruism and pacifism. The 
end of the Cold War saw the need for the realignment of Canada’s middle-power 
status: no longer a mediator between the two erstwhile global powers of USA and 
USSR, Canada has become part of a global North keen on bringing democracy and 
human rights further South through humanitarian (and) military intervention. This 
paper will examine the fictional representations of two such interventions in which 
Canada played a prominent role – Bosnia and Rwanda in the 1990s. Contrary to 
Canada’s popular image, writers such as Steven Galloway, Maggie Helwig and Gil 
Courtemanche convey in their works a country that is part of a distant and passive, 
and often apathetic, global North, whose interventions on "the fringes" act as a fig 
leaf for "the revolution of moral concern" that Michael Ignatieff once hoped for 
(1998). By focusing on the deployment of affects to represent conflict, suffering 
and testimony in Galloway’s The Cellist of Sarajevo (2008), Courtemanche’s A 
Sunday at the Pool in Kigali (2000) and Helwig’s Between Mountains (2004), this 
paper will argue that the novels launch a critique both of Canada incapacitated as 
much as by its desire to belong to "the international community" as by its own 
geopolitical interests, and of "the hubristic sentimentality" of the global North 
(Rieff, 2002) which reduces history and action into a torrid display of emotion. 
 
Milena Marinkova is the author of Michael Ondaatje: Haptic Aesthetics and 
Micropolitical Writing (Bloomsbury 2011), and the co-editor (with Catherine Bates, 
Graham Huggan, and Jeffrey Orr) of Visions of Canada: Canadian Studies in 
Europe (Masaryk 2007). Her articles have been published in The Journal of 
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Commonwealth Literature, Moving Wor(l)ds, Third Text, Contemporary Women’s 
Writing, European Journal of English Studies and The British Journal of Canadian 
Studies. Milena is currently working on a monograph interrogating "the Balkan" 
trope in contemporary Canadian and Australian fiction. She is a member of the 
executive committee of the Leeds Centre for Canadian Studies, a co-convener of 
the BACS Literature Group and a co-director of the Yorkshire Network for 
Canadian Studies. Milena has held teaching and research appointments at the 
Universities of Leeds, Birmingham, Teesside, Derby and Huddersfield. 
 
 
Marcel MARTEL (York University, Canada) 
 

THE NORTH: LAND OF ICE AND VICE 
 
When Canadians debated alcohol use, and opted for prohibition during the First 
World War, Aboriginals were in their collective mind. The State targeted 
Aboriginals’ access to liquors by prohibiting the purchase, sale and consumption of 
alcohol in the 1876 Indian Act. Church missionaries and federal representatives, 
working in the North, justified the ban by capitalizing on the image of the 
"drunken Aboriginals". Although alcohol use was widespread in all of Canadian 
society, Aboriginal drinking habits captured people’s imagination. For those 
promoting a "dry" society, "drunken Aboriginals" were unable to provide for their 
family, undermined the notion that a man was the family bread earner, and spent 
their income unwisely. During the drug use debate at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, there were some references to Aboriginals. When the drug use 
debate reemerged in the 1960s, Aboriginals were again ignored because the focus 
was on "young white teenagers". In a speech at the annual meeting of the Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Association on August 19, 1968, Minister of National Health and 
Welfare, John Munro, explained that he paid attention to the "teen-ager who tried 
pot at a Saturday night party". The North was ignored. This paper will analyze the 
depiction of Aboriginal and their use of drugs and alcohol. Although a "distant 
land", the North was part of the debate on alcohol use but not on drug abuse. If 
Aboriginals were often forgotten in the debate about drug use, they had a different 
fate as the debate over alcohol use changed from "a disease of the will" to a "health 
disease". 
 
Marcel Martel is a professor in the Department of History at York University, 
where he holds the Avie Bennett Historica Canada Chair in Canadian History. He 
is the author of Canada the Good: A Short History of Vicesince 1500 (Wilfrid Laurier 
Press, 2014), Not This Time: Canadians, Public Policy, and the Marijuana Question, 1961-
1975 (University of Toronto Press, 2006), Le Deuil d’un pays imaginé. Rêves, luttes et 
déroute du Canada français�(Presses de l’Université d’Ottawa, 1997), and co-author of�
Speaking Up: A History of Language and Politics in Canada and Quebec� (Between the 
Lines, 2012) 
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Leonor María MARTÍNEZ SERRANO (University of Córdoba, Spain) 
 
IN PRAISE OF THE HUMAN VOICE: ROBERT BRINGHURST’S NEW 
WORLD SUITE NO. 3 AND GLENN GOULD’S THE IDEA OF NORTH 
 
Canadian poet, typographer, translator, cultural historian, linguist and philosopher 
Robert Bringhurst is a 21st-century humanist. He belongs to a tradition that goes 
back in time to the native people of North America, and further back in time to the 
Oriental sages of India, China and Japan, and to the Pre-Socratic poet-philosophers 
who lived in ancient Greece. He found the inspiration he needed for his New World 
Suite No. 3 (2005), a complex polyphonic poem for three voices in four 
movements, in the natural polyphony of the earth and in the vast world of 
polyphonic music. Bringhurst claims that, even if our eyes are not trained to read 
several texts at once, our ears are better schooled in the polyphony found in the 
world of human voices. The world is, after all, a polyphonic (and polyglot) place. In 
the singing of frogs and birds, in monolingual or multilingual daily conversations 
eavesdropped in the street where several human voices interact with absolute 
naturalness, Bringhurst finds the perfectly natural source for his polyphonic poems. 
This paper examines how Canadian pianist Glenn Gould’s Solitude Trilogy, a peculiar 
polyphonic documentary, provided him with enough knowledge and skill to 
produce poetry for multiple voices. New World Suite No. 3 is a masterpiece of not 
just utter architectural complexity, density of meaning and profundity of thought, 
but also an astonishing homage to the human voice and a reminder that caring for 
the environment is of the essence if humans are to last on Earth among other 
nonhuman species. 
 
Leonor María Martínez Serrano works as a Lecturer in the Department of 
English and German Philology at the University of Córdoba (Córdoba, Spain), 
where she pursued her doctoral studies and gained a PhD in Canadian Literature. 
She is a member of the research group Writs of Empire: Poetics and Politics in 
Modern and Contemporary Literatures in English at the University of Córdoba 
too. Her research interests include Canadian Literature, World Poetry (European, 
American and Canadian poetry), High Modernism, First Nations and Oral 
Literatures, Literary Theory, Philosophy & Ecology, Literary Translation, and 
Comparative Literature. 
 
 
Isztvan Janos MOLNÁR  
(Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church, Hungary) 
 
In 1610 Henry Hudson discovered the saltwater sea now wearing his name. Sixty 
years later the Hudson’s Bay Company was established by a Royal Charter of 
Charles II. The Company aimed for the trade of furs, but the King also obliged it 
to proceed with "an Expedition for Hudson's Bay in the North-west Part of America", and 
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"discovery of a new Passage into the South Sea". Although the Company did not succeed 
in finding the said passage, it played a great role in exploring the territory now 
described as the Canadian North. The Charter stated that the Company was to 
control all lands whose rivers and streams drain into Hudson Bay. This area, called 
Rupert’s Land, comprised over 1.5 million square miles and represented over 40% 
of modern day Canada. The Company had a leading role in exploring this huge 
land mainly during the 18th Century. Henry Kelsey was the first HBC employee 
who headed inland from the Bay and the first white man to reach the prairies in 
1690. Anthony Henday was next to travel as far as the place what is now Red Deer, 
Alberta in 1754. But Samuel Hearne was their real hero: he made three separate 
trips to the North in 1770-1772 and on his third attempt he reached even the 
shores of the Arctic Ocean. These trips contributed to the connection to the then 
known world of these far lands of which HBC remained in control until passing 
them to Canada in 1870. 
�
István János Molnár is a professor of the Faculty of Law of Károli Gáspár 
University of the Hungarian Reformed Church and also a practicing lawyer in 
Budapest. Since 1988 he has been author of several articles on the Canadian legal 
system, and especially on the Canadian constitution. In 1996 he published Canada 
and the Quebec Question, a monograph focusing on the constitutional crisis from the 
Repatriation of the Constitution to the 1995 Quebec referendum. He completed 
his PhD thesis on the same topic in 2003. In the last couple of years he has been 
researching in Canadian history in general and more specifically in the period 
preceding the birth of the Canadian Confederation in 1867. 
 
 
Judit MOLNÁR (University of Debrecen, Hungary) 
 

GREAT EXPECTATIONS:  
A HOMEWARD JOURNEY FROM SOUTH TO NORTH 

 
Writer, Raymond Beauchemin was born in the USA, he moved to Canada in 1990, 
and applied for dual citizenship. The protagonist in his novel Everything I Own  
(2011), Michel Laflamme was born in Holyoke (Massachusetts); he goes to Quebec 
together with his parents who "immigrate back" to their homeland. I intend to 
focus on the intricate nature of Michel’s flashbacks on Quebec’s cultural and 
political evolution between the early 1970s till the last referendum in 1995. I shall 
compare the idiosyncratic mindscape of the Southerner’s (Michel) with that of  his 
father’s, who is a native of Quebec/Canada and the constant struggle characterizing 
their relationship. I shall analyze the novel’s main motif, the bridge from different 
points-of-view. It is both the protagonist’s and his father’s ambitious aim to oriente 
themselves in a maze of bridges of different kinds: bridges between individuals, 
between parts of the city (inside Montreal), between Quebec and the rest of 
Canada, and between two countries USA (South) and Canada (North).  
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Judit Molnár dr. Univ., PhD, CSc., habil. is Associate Professor at the North 
American Department, University of  Debrecen, Hungary, where she is also the 
Director of the Canadian Studies Centre. She introduced Canadian studies at the 
University of Debrecen. She teaches courses on Canadian literature and culture also 
19th century American literature and civilization of the USA. She has published a 
large number of articles on Canadian literature and edited two books related to 
Canadian studies. Her book "Narrating the Homeland: the Importance of Space 
and Place in Canadian Multicultural English-Language Fiction" came out in 2013. 
She has given a wild range of papers at numerous conferences in and outside 
Europe. Her main field of interest is minority literatures in Canada and English–
language writing in Quebec.  She was on the advisory board of the CEACS 
between 2003 and 2014. She is on the editorial board of the journal Canadian 
Literature (UBC Vancouver). 
 
 
Ceri MORGAN (Keele University, United Kingdom) 
 
THE NORTH SHORE IN CONTEMPORARY FICTION IN QUÉBEC 

 
As is well known, Québec’s Quiet Revolution sought to effect a break with the 
past; rejecting the pan-Canadian cultural nationalism bound up in the preservation 
of the French language, Catholicism and an attachment to the land. In embracing 
the city—specifically Montreal—the rising francophone technocrat middle-classes 
mobilised a discourse of "catching up" with other (overly) industrialised nations. 
Montreal became the preferred setting for fiction and other forms of cultural 
production. As a result, with the exception of a small handful of works (e.g. 
Warwick 1968, Sing 1995), critical analyses of literary representations of spaces and 
places outside of this city were relegated to the occasional book chapter. However, 
since the publication of Samuel Archibald’s Arvida (2011), a short story collection 
set in Saguenay, there is a sense that hors-Montréal is becoming attractive to 
authors of recent fiction in Québec. This is underlined in a special issue of the 
journal, Liberté, entitled "Les régions à nos portes" (April 2012). Here, Archibald 
identifies three trends with respect to what he refers to as "le néoterroir en 
littérature"; one of these being "une démontréalisation marquée de la littérature 
québécoise" (Archibald 2012, 17, his italics). This paper, which is part of a wider 
project on fictional representations of Québec’s "regions", looks at nordicité in a 
number of novels set on the North Shore of the Saint Lawrence River.  
 
Ceri Morgan is a Senior Lecturer at Keele University. A specialist in 
representations of space and place in contemporary Québécois fiction, her 
monograph, Mindscapes of Montréal: Québec’s Urban Novel, 1960-2005 
(University of Wales Press, 2012), was nominated for the Pierre Savard award 2013. 
Research for this project was supported by the UK’s Arts and Humanities Research 
Council. Her current project, Heartlands/Pays du cœur, looks at representations of 
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spaces and places outside Montreal. She has recently begun work in participatory 
methods, using techniques such as walking interviews and geopoetics (walking and 
writing) workshops. A Leverhulme International Academic Fellowship enabled 
Ceri to receive appropriate training in these methodologies at Concordia University 
during Summer 2014 and Spring 2015. 
 
 
Monique NADEAU SAUMIER (Chercheure indépendante, Canada) 
 

GÉANTS, CANNIBALES, LICORNES ET AUTRES MYTHES D’UN 
ESPACE IMAGINAIRE, TERRA INCOGNITA, LE GRAND NORD 

CANADIEN. 
 
Les contrées lointaines et hostiles, comme celles du Grand Nord canadien, ont de 
tout temps suscité des légendes et des mythes dans l’imaginaire collectif. Faire voile 
vers des mers hasardeuses était en soit une aventure redoutable. Mais au-delà de la 
crainte de réels dangers, les premiers explorateurs étaient soumis aux incertitudes et 
aux projections de leur imagination quand aux monstres, hommes et bêtes, qui 
peuplaient ces mondes inconnus. Selon le philosophe Michel Foucault "Il nous 
semble que les connaissances du XVIe siècle étaient constituées d’un mélange 
instable de savoir rationnel, de notions dérivées des pratiques de la magie, et de tout 
un héritage culturel dont la redécouverte des textes anciens avaient multiplié les 
pouvoirs d’autorité." Notre propos s’appliquera aux expéditions de l’explorateur 
Martin Frobisher qui, de 1576 à 1578, a dirigé trois expéditions pour découvrir le 
passage du Nord-Ouest, Ce fut le premier contact européen documenté avec le 
Nunavut, que Frobisher nomma à l’époque : Terra Incognita. Parmi les premières 
images des Inuits du Nunavut, on note celles de quatre autochtones capturés lors de 
ces expéditions et ramenés en Angleterre. Deux hommes, une femme et son enfant, 
ont servi de modèles aux artistes de l’époque qui en ont fait des illustrations 
détaillées. Toutefois, ces illustrations ne sont pas les premières représentations des 
Inuit. Une dizaine années auparavant, en 1567, des images d’une femme Inuit et de 
son enfant, probablement capturés par des pêcheurs français au Labrador 
méridional, ont circulé en Allemagne dans le but d’attirer les badauds aux fêtes 
foraines où ils étaient présentés comme des monstres sanguinaires et cannibales. Le 
cannibalisme des peuplades du Grand Nord québécois était aussi présent dans 
l’imaginaire de Frobisher et son équipage. Une autre légende va  bientôt se greffer à 
cet imaginaire, celle de la licorne, animal fabuleux documenté dans les textes 
anciens. La dent torsadée d’un narval mort prisonnier des glaces découverte par 
l’équipage de Frobisher fut ramenée en Angleterre. Ce trophée était destiné au 
"Cabinet de curiosités" de sa majesté Élizabeth I qui se garda bien d’en dévoiler la 
source. Exposée au Château de Windsor cette "authentique corne de licorne" venait 
enrichir la collection du royaume et éventuellement, en taille et notoriété, rivalisera 
avec celle de l’abbé Suger à Saint-Denis. Cet exposé témoignera de la permanence 
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des légendes et des mythes dans les espaces inexplorés de Terra Incognita, contrée 
imaginaire du Grand Nord canadien.  
�
Monique Nadeau-Saumier Née à Sherbrooke, Monique Nadeau-Saumier est 
détentrice d’une maîtrise en histoire de l’art canadien de l’Université Concordia, 
Montréal, d’une maîtrise en muséologie de l’Université de Montréal, et d’un 
doctorat en histoire de l’art de l’UQÀM. Elle  a enseigné l'histoire de l'art et de 
l’architecture au Canada, les arts décoratifs et la muséologie à l'Université Bishop's 
durant quinze ans, tout en assumant le poste de directrice administrative du Centre 
de recherche des Cantons de l'Est à la même université de 1987 à 1995. En 2002, 
Monique Nadeau-Saumier s’est mérité le Prix La Tribune de la Société d'histoire de 
Sherbrooke pour "sa contribution remarquable à la mise en valeur du patrimoine architectural, 
archivistique, artistique et historique des Cantons-de-l'Est". Comme représentante du 
secteur culture, elle a siégé à la Conférence régionale des élus, (CRÉ), pour la région 
de l’Estrie, de  2004 à 2008. Consultante en patrimoine, elle a participé à 
l’élaboration de la nouvelle route culturelle et touristique : Le chemin des cantons / 
Townships Trails. En juin 2013, l’Université Bishop’s lui a décerné un doctorat 
honorifique pour souligner sa contribution à la diffusion et la sauvegarde du 
patrimoine des Cantons-de-l’Est.. 
 
 
Jelena NOVAKOVI� (Université de Belgrade, Serbie) 
�

LA " PENSÉE NORDIQUE " ET LA " PENSÉE DE MIDI "  
DANS LES CHAMBRES DE BOIS D'ANNE HÉBERT 

�
Définis moins par leurs caractéristiques géographiques que par certains traits qui les 
marquent dans l’imaginaire des hommes, souvent déterminé par la notion de climat, 
le " Nord " et le " Sud " expriment deux mentalités qui dépassent les cadres 
géographiques. En paraphrasant d’Elise Turcotte, on pourrait dire que " le pôle 
Nord " et le " pôle Sud " se trouvent " quelque part dans notre cerveau ". De ce 
point de vue, on pourrait parler aussi, dans le sillage de Camus, de la " pensée 
nordique " et de la " pensée de Midi ". Ce travail se propose d’examiner les 
expressions de ces deux " pensées " dans le roman d’Anne Hébert Les Chambres de 
bois, où elles se présentent comme une suite d’oppositions (froid / chaud, brouillard 
/ soleil, hiver / été, nuit / jour, spirituel / sensuel, fermé / ouvert, rêve / réalité), 
incarnées dans deux principaux personnages : Michel, qui rejette le soleil qui 
" colore et brûle ", au profit des " fêtes nocturnes de la fièvre et de l’angoisse " et 
Catherine, qui a " toujours aimé le jour et l’été ". Au paysage canadien " de pluie et 
de brume ", reproduit plus tard dans les " chambres de bois " de l’appartement 
parisien de Michel, qui se transforme en " pays calme et mouillé ", s’oppose la côte 
méditerranéenne où, après avoir quitté son mari, Catherine retrouve le langage des 
sens et s’ouvre au soleil, à la mer, à la vraie vie. 
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Jelena Novakovi� est professeur titulaire à l'Université de Belgrade. Rédactrice en 
chef de la Revue de Philologie et présidente de l'Association de coopération culturelle 
Serbie – France, elle représentant également la Serbie dans le Conseil consultatif de 
l’AECEC. Ses domaines d’intérêt sont les littératures française et francophones, et 
la traduction. Elle a organisé plusieurs colloques et conférences. Publications 
récentes : Recherches sur le surréalisme (2009), " Le Personnage de l’écrivain dans 
L’Emprise de Gaétan Brulotte ", Les Relations dans la diversité : perspectives canadiennes 
(2011), " Les traductions serbes des auteurs canadiens francophones ", Canada in 
Eight Tongues: Translating Canada in Central Europe (2012), Recherches intertextuelles 
(2012), " La culture hybride de l’écrivain migrant ", Variations sur la communauté : 
l’espace canadien (2013), " Les figures de la nostalgie dans la littérature migrante au 
Québec ", Canada : New Ideas for the New World (2014), La littérature française au miroir 
de la lecture d’Ivo Andri� (2014), Recherches intertextuelles II (2014).    
 
 
Sara PAIVA HENRIQUES (University of Lisbon, Portugal) 
 

"WE BELONG TO THIS LAND": REPRESENTATIONS OF 
HOME AND THE CANADIAN IMAGINARY NORTH 

 
In 1989, Robert Kroetsch articulated the Canadian North as a wild, inhabited, 
uncharted, imaginary landscape. Years later, Anishinaabe writer�Kateri Akiwenzie-
Damm wrote an essay on the subject of cultural difference between Native People 
and the Canadian "dominant culture"; in it, she sustains a fundamental difference 
between how the Native People of Canada relate to the land as per comparison 
with how English and French white Canadians relate to the same landscape/place. 
In my paper, assuming that both cultures reside in distinctive "imaginary 
homelands", while sharing idiosyncratic perspectives, I propose to explore on the 
one hand, how Native People in Canada conceptualize the ideas of HOME and 
BELONGING and, on the other hand, how the "dominant culture" considers those 
concepts: I shall draw a comparison study, focusing on selected Canadian Native 
poetry and essays (through the analysis of traditional Inuit songs and contemporary 
Inuit writers). Thus, the aim of my study is to analyze how both cultures shape and 
relate to the notions of home and belonging and how they reconfigure the 
communal Canadian North. 
 
Sara Paiva Henriques holds a BA (2007) in English and American Literature (U 
of Lisbon) and an MA (2011) in English and American Literary Studies, with a 
focus on Canadian Literature. She has been working as a Junior Researcher at the 
University of Lisbon Centre for English studies since 2009, developing research in 
Canadian Literature, around the concepts of Home, Belonging, Identity and Home. 
Currently, she is a PhD candidate (Literary Studies and Canadian Literature) and a 
guest lecturer of Canadian Culture and Literature (undergraduate level) at the 
Faculty of Arts and Humanities, U of Lisbon. 
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Ramona PÁL-KOVÁCS (Université de Szeged, Hongrie) 
 

ESPACES FICTIFS, ESPACES RÉELS – PROMENADES 
DANS LE MONTRÉAL DE MICHEL TREMBLAY 

 
Michel Tremblay, auteur dramatique et romanesque québécois, commence à écrire 
ses souvenirs au début des années quatre-vingt-dix. Il raconte comment le petit 
Michel découvre l’univers des films et de la télévision avec Les Vues animées (1990) 
et celui du théâtre avec Douze coups de théâtre (1992). Le troisième tome du triptyque, 
Un ange cornu avec des ailes de tôle (1994), exploitant l’univers des livres esquisse un 
nouvel avatar autobiographique. Le triptyque autobiographique de Tremblay 
regroupe donc les souvenirs de l’auteur autour du cinéma, du théâtre et des livres. 
À ces domaines artistiques divergents médiatisant le monde des souvenirs s’ajoute 
également celui de la musique, qui surgit çà et là à la manière d’une ritournelle dans 
son œuvre autobiographique. Tout en se baladant dans ces espaces fictifs évoqués 
par les différents œuvres d’arts, Michel Tremblay nous fait découvrir le Montréal de 
son enfance. Celui-ci est tout aussi fragmenté que ses souvenirs. C’est un Montréal 
morcelé, plein de frontières fictives et réelles juxtaposant des mondes parallèles. 
Nous retrouvons dans les histoires de son enfance, entre autres, la Petite Italie, 
Outremont, le centre-ville, et bien sûr le Plateau Mont-Royal. Ces mondes 
différents représentent aussi des différences de cultures et d’espaces. Il est tout 
aussi intéressant de voir comment se juxtaposent les espaces fictifs aux espaces 
réels et comment ils interagissent pour enfin former l’espace lisse des souvenirs de 
l’auteur. C’est d’après ces points de repère que nous nous proposerons d’étudier le 
triptyque autobiographique de Tremblay afin de pouvoir tracer une carte de la ville, 
une carte d’un Montréal qui ressemble énormément au Montréal des années 50 
mais qui toutefois n’existe que dans l’imaginaire de l’auteur. 
 
Ramona Pál-Kovács est doctorante à l'École doctorale de l'Université de Szeged 
(Hongrie). Elle travaille sur l'œuvre autobiographique de Michel Tremblay, auquel 
était consacré son mémoire de maîtrise, soutenu en juin 2010. Ses recherches sont 
consacrées essentiellement à la théorie de l'autobiographie, la théorie du sujet et 
l'univers autobiographique de Michel Tremblay. En 2012 Elle a reçu une bourse 
d'un semestre à l’Université de Tartu, (Estonie) et d'un semestre à l’Université 
d’État des Sciences Humaines de Russie, à Moscou.  
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Mária PALLA (Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary) 
 

"CANADA, CANADA, AND WHERE IS THAT PLACE? IN THE 
NORTH POLE, THAT’S WHERE": PERCEPTIONS OF CANADA AS 

THE NORTH IN SOUTH-ASIAN IMMIGRANT WRITING 
 
The definitions of the North in Canada have been numerous and have changed 
considerably over time. From the viewpoint of South-Asian immigrants, the North 
appears to be mainly a geographical direction which is characterized by an 
extraordinary climate with its freezing cold winters. This paper intends to explore if 
there are any other attributes and components of the North that make their 
appearance in the novels of some of the first-generation contemporary Canadian 
authors from South-Asia such as Rohinton Mistry and Anita Rau Badami. After 
this, it will be discussed how the actual or imaginary features of this northern 
country affect the process of adaptation these recent immigrants undergo upon 
their arrival in Canada. How do they cope with their resulting sense of dislocation 
and try to bridge the gap separating their old homes from the new one? Going 
north becomes not only a movement in physical space for them but also a journey 
of discovery of new people and themselves. 
 
Mária Palla graduated from Debrecen University (called Kossuth Lajos University 
at the time), Hungary, with a dual MA in English and Russian studies. After doing 
research and working in Canada and then at the Department of English Studies, 
Kodolányi János University of Applied Sciences, Székesfehérvár, Hungary, she 
became an instructor of English language and culture at Eötvös Loránd University, 
Budapest.Her previous teaching included courses on twentieth century English 
literature, postcolonial writing and the countries of the English speaking world. At 
present, she teaches courses on the cultures of English speaking countries and 
Hungarian culture in addition to teaching English as a foreign language to 
international students.Currently, she is also a PhD candidate in the Modern English 
Literature programme of the Doctoral School of Eötvös Loránd University, 
Budapest, specialising in postcolonial literatures, with emphasis on diasporic writing 
in Canada and England. 
 
 
Marija PAPRAŠAROVSKI (Université de Zagreb, Croatie) 
 

LE GRAND NORD MIS EN SCÈNE 
 
Même si le territoire du Yukon, situé à l'extrémité nord-ouest du Canada, évoque la 
splendeur des espaces vierges et la grandeur des paysages (lacs immenses, glaciers 
majestueux, sommets enneigés), Sarah Berthiaume, dans sa pièce Yukonstyle (2013), 
montre que là aussi " la machine à broyer les hommes est en marche depuis 
longtemps ". Par contre, les personnages égarés du monde moderne de Daniel 
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Danis se réfugient dans la nature sauvage du Grand Nord pour laisser respirer leur 
âme. Dans cette communication, nous nous proposons d’explorer les façons dont 
ces dramaturges mettent en scène le monde nordique pour lever le voile sur la force 
évocatrice de cette terre des ancêtres. En effet, selon les traditions spirituelles 
autochtones, chacun des quatre points cardinaux représente un mode de perception 
différent. Au nord est associée la sagesse. Ainsi ce retour aux origines traduit-il la 
recherche d’une autre vérité possible, d’un rapport intime avec le cosmos.   
 
Marija Paprašarovski est romancière, traductrice et enseignante au Département 
d'études romanes à la Faculté de philosophie et lettres de l’Université de Zagreb, en 
Croatie. Elle s'intéresse plus particulièrement à la traduction littéraire et au théâtre 
contemporain francophone. La plupart de ses travaux de recherche, régulièrement 
présentés dans divers colloques internationaux, portent notamment sur la 
dramaturgie québécoise. Lors du séminaire " Monologuer " à l’Université Paris 
Diderot, elle est intervenue le 21 mai 2013 sur le thème du monologue Seuils de 
Wajdi Mouawad.  
 
 
Irina PERIANOVA (University of National and World Economy, Bulgaria) 
 

QUITTING HOME, CHASING HOME 
 
The proposed presentation is based on the two volumes published by the Central 
European Association of Canadian Studies which portray the oral and written 
histories of immigrants to Canada from Central and Eastern Europe - Migrating 
Memories: Central Europe in Canada (Brno 2010) . These materials reflect the 
work and the findings of the two teams of CEACS diaspora research groups. I’ll 
focus on memory, conflict, trauma and what Pierre Bourdieue called habitus – 
changed or unchanged.  The writings of diaspora writers and their narratives will be 
analyzed in the context of their migratory experience and changing identity. 
Identities are fluid and liquid modernity requires new ways of narrating human 
experience as well as boundary management (Beck et al., 2003).  My key objective is 
to explore the changing ideas of home as they are signposted by markers of 
transition to a new home in the maple leaf country by migrants from the eight 
countries featured in the books.  
 
Irina Perianova teaches business English and intercultural communication at the 
University of National and World Economy in Sofia, Bulgaria, where she is 
Associate Professor.  Her interests and publications are in the fields of cultural 
anthropology, intercultural communication, pragmatics, sociolinguistics, and 
discourse analysis. She has published extensively on these subjects in English, 
Russian, and Bulgarian in different countries. Her monograph The Polyphony of 
Food. Food though the Prism of Maslow’s Pyramid became book of the month at 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing in 2012. 
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Yavor PETKOV (Université de Sofia "St. Kliment Ohridski", Bulgarie) 
 

LE " NORD " ET LE " SUD " EN TANT QU’IMAGES LITTÉRAIRES 
DANS LES ÉCRITURES MIGRANTES AU QUÉBEC  

 
Pour explorer l’image du " Nord " qui symbolise le Canada, y compris le Québec, 
ainsi que tout l’inventaire de représentations qui s’y rattache, cette communication 
se propose d’étudier un certain nombre de romans québécois à associer au courant 
dit " écritures migrantes ". Les " écritures migrantes " est le nom d'ores et déjà 
officialisé au Québec pour désigner un corpus particulier de prose produite par des 
auteurs immigrés, et notamment des romans retraçant l’expérience de la migration, 
la migration pouvant être comprise aussi dans un sens allégorique de transition 
identitaire. De manière naturelle et par contraste, le " Nord " est un concept 
d’autant mieux articulé que le texte porte le " Sud " dans son imaginaire. Ainsi, le 
corpus de cette étude sera constitué de romans " du Sud ", et notamment des textes 
de Dany Laferrière, Sergio Kokis, Ying Chen, Sonya Anguélova, Alina Apostolska, 
etc. Après avoir offert un survol des façons dont le Nord se manifeste en tant 
qu’image littéraire dans ce choix d’œuvres romanesques, la communication 
rapprochera les conclusions ainsi tirées des aspects idéologiques et philosophiques 
des textes étudiés, afin d’identifier ainsi les limites idéologiques et cognitives de la 
nordicité. Les écritures migrantes, littérature de la relativisation et de la 
déconstruction, se présentent dans ce sens comme des objets d’études parfaitement 
adaptés à un tel objectif d’analyse. 
 
Yavor Petkov est doctorant en Littératures francophones à l’Université de Sofia. 
Travaillant sous la direction scientifique de Madame le professeur Rennie Yotova, 
son champ de recherche est la littérature québécoise, et en particulier l’image des 
identités culturelles dans les écritures migrantes. Explorant un corpus romanesque 
constitué de romans de Dany Laferrière, Ying Chen, Sergio Kokis, Sonya 
Anguélova, Alina Apostolska, Régine Robin, Abla Farhoud, etc., sa thèse combine 
analyse littéraire traditionnelle avec analyse du discours politique et critique. Depuis 
2013, date du début de son doctorat, il a participé à plusieurs forums scientifiques 
en Bulgarie, en Roumanie et en Grande-Bretagne et a publié plusieurs articles en 
français, en bulgare et en anglais sur Ying Chen, Agota Kristof, Amal Sewtohul et 
sur le multiculturalisme au Québec dans des revues en Bulgarie et en Corée du Sud. 
En dehors de son activité de chercheur, il travaille comme traducteur et professeur 
de français. Il est également titulaire d'un diplôme de lexicographe et a effectué un 
stage au Service du dictionnaire de l’Académie française en 2007. 
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Ozren PILIPOVI� (University of Zagreb, Croatia) 
 

THE IMPACT OF MEMBERSHIP IN NORTH AMERICAN 
FREE TRADE AREA (NAFTA) ON CANADA’S ECONOMY 

 
The aim of this paper is to analyze the impacts of Canadian membership in 
NAFTA on Canadian economy (namely its trade) - especially on its northernmost 
regions.  Canada is the northernmost member of NAFTA and its economic system 
(not to mention political or social one) differs profoundly from the economic 
systems of two southern members, namely Mexico and USA. In this paper we want 
to show how the membership in NAFTA influenced the Canadian international 
trade, namely exports to USA and Mexico as well as the imports from these two 
countries. Also we are going to research how membership in NAFTA affected 
foreign direct investment flows from Canada to USA and Mexico and from these 
two countries to Canada. We will test the impact of NAFTA on Canada`s trade 
with USA and Mexico by using the following gravity trade econometric model:  
lnXij = �0 + �1lnGDPi + �2 lnGDPj – �3 lnDij + �4 ln N+e 
lnXij= Bilateral trade flows from Canada to USA and Mexico 
lnGDPi= GDP of Canada 
lnGDPj= GDP of Mexico or USA 
lnDij= distance between Canada (Yukon, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut, Far 
North) and economic centres of Mexico and USA 
ln N = stands for a matrix of dummy variables such as: common border, shared 
language, NAFTA membership which impact bilateral trade flows. 
 
Ozren Pilipovi� was born in 1979 in Zagreb. He graduated Law at Faculty of Law 
in Zagreb in 2002 and earned his MSc at Faculty of Economics in Ljubljana in 
2007. In 2011 he obtained Ph.D. from Faculty of Law Zagreb. In 2003 he joined 
department of Economics at Faculty of Law in Zagreb where he is currently 
employed as Assistant Professor. His research areas are: Law and Economics, 
International Economics, Political Economy of Regional Economic Integrations 
and Economic History 
 
 
Dunja PLAZONJA (University of Zagreb, Croatia) 
 

DYSTOPIAN "NORTH": FUTURE SPACE AND FUTURE BODIES 
IN MARGARET ATWOOD’S "MADDADDAM" TRILOGY 

 
The vision of a dystopian future in Margaret Atwood's trilogy of novels (Oryx and 
Crake, The Year of the Flood, MaddAddam) is inextricably bound to the notion of 
what such a dystopian society does to the body and its materiality be it animal, 
human or other. This type of future also outlines a specific space onto which 
different bodily forms are mapped and in turn dissected, dismembered and 
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decentred. The post-apocalyptic space of the trilogy functions as a nameless 
territory without boundaries or any demarcations. Environmental destruction and 
biological warfare that are addressed in the trilogy ruin space and body. Once 
perceived as wild and untamed, a territory beyond the boundaries of civilisation, 
here the North encompasses even that space which once termed it wild. As such, 
nameless and limitless, it can become a territory where bodily forms also lose their 
unity and their limits. This future northern space becomes the site of shattering 
bodily and spatial changes, the notion of being human or being animal is no longer 
valid, and since the space of the post-apocalyptic future "North" loses its own clear 
and distinct demarcations or even proper names the same happens to bodies 
occupying that space in the future. Proper names are abandoned, and are only used 
as signs of sex or class. New beings and bodies are created in this dystopian space 
and time, and they occupy the space of the nameless "North". This paper will aim 
to address the connection between this nameless space of the wild future and the 
various becoming-bodies that live in it. It will address how both the dehumanized 
and ruined space and the dehumanized bodily form in all its multiplicities give 
multiple voices to the narrative fabric of the trilogy in question. 
 
Dunja Plazonja graduated from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in 
Zagreb, her two majors being Comparative Literature and English Language and 
Literature. Currently, she is a PhD student at the Postgraduate Doctoral Studies 
programme in Literature, Culture, Performance and Film at the Faculty of 
Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb and is working on a PhD thesis in 
feminist theory and narratology focusing on the works of Margaret Atwood. She 
also finished two alternative education programmes at the Centre for Women's 
Studies in Zagreb, attended the 'Synapsis-Summer School for Comparative 
Literature' in September 2009 and has published essays and articles in Croatian 
magazines and abroad. She has presented her academic work at numerous 
conferences in Croatia and around Europe. 
 
 
Irena P
IBYLOVÁ (Masaryk University, Czech Republic) 
 

FOLK SONGS OF THE NORTH 
 
The paper will focus on the reflection of the North in the Canadian folk music in 
English. Old ballads by anonymous authors provide a detailed description of places 
and their stories (as documented in the collections and compilations by Edith 
Fowke, Alan Mills, Marius Barbeau, and others). Singers-songwriters of the folk 
song revival of the 1960s and the 1970s comment on Canadian/Northern character 
and identity (Ian and Sylvia, Gordon Lightfoot, Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Leonard 
Cohen, Bruce Cockburn, and others).  What are the interests and possibilities of 
the post-millennial digital generation of singers-songwriters? How is the North they 
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live in reflected in their songs? Is there anything else apart from nostalgia and 
globalization? The paper will attempt to provide some answers. 
 
Irena P�ibylová teaches literature in English to future teachers, specializing in 
young adult literature. Her life-long interest, which helped her to get through 
periods with little access to literature, is traditional, folk, and ethnic music of 
English speaking countries. 
 
 
Albert RAU (University of Cologne, Germany) 
 

THE CANADIAN NORTH  
– A COLD EXPERIENCE FOR STUDENTS OF ENGLISH 

 
When Canada is a topic in the classroom, many students’ first ideas often refer to 
the familiar clichés of a cold and snow-covered country peopled by ice hockey 
players and loggers in their Mackinaw jackets or of a travel country, promising 
adventure and nature in a vast and seemingly endless landscape. In fact, in much of 
the country, people often experience long and cold winters and, no doubt, much of 
Canada’s huge landmass to the North is covered by permafrost. Moreover, Canada 
also still seems for many people a synonym for a "rural area" with isolated 
settlements and remote farms. Yet, Canada is not the backyard of the United States. 
It means industrialization and urbanization and a thriving metropolitan life; it is a 
land of many nations, but also the home of three native peoples, the Inuit, the First 
Nations and the Métis. 
One approach for students to learn about a country is to read its literature. 
Fictional texts are no substitute for in-depth discussions and information on 
cultures, but they do tell stories and thus go beyond newspaper articles, statistics, 
travel information and governmental brochures. The paper looks at possible literary 
texts for classroom discussions and activities that offer students a rewarding way to 
participate in Canadians’ everyday lives and to learn and what it means for 
Canadians to live north of the 49th parallel in a country the national anthem calls 
their "home and native land!....The True North strong and free!" 
 
Albert Rau teaches English Canadian Drama and literature at the University of 
Cologne and English and Physical Education at a high school in Brühl, Germany. 
He is a founding member of the Association for Canadian Studies in the German speaking 
countries and has been the coordinator of the teacher’s section for over 15 years. His 
various publications mainly deal with the didactics of Canadian themes and texts 
for the EFL (English as a foreign language) classroom as, for example, Glimpses of 
Canada (1991), an anthology of literary texts plus a teacher’s manual, Study Notes for 
Margaret Atwood’s "The Handmaid’s Tale". (2006) and an anthology of short 
stories with Albert-Reiner Glaap, Short Stories from Canada. (2006) He also co-edited 
the "Canadian-German-Hungarian Cultural Reader" (2011) and "A Cultural Reader 
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on Aboriginal Perspectives in Canada" (2013) together with Judit Nagy, Mátyás 
Bánhegyi and Dóra Bernhardt from Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed 
Church in Budapest, Hungary. In February 2011 he was awarded the TEP (Teacher 
Education Prize) by the Association for Canadian Studies in the German-speaking countries 
and in May 2011 he received the "Certificate of Merit" in Ottawa by the ICCS 
(International Council for Canadian Studies) in Ottawa. 
 
 
Robert RUTHERDALE (Algoma University, Canada) 
 
FATHERS IN THE PROVINCIAL NORTH:  MASCULINE PARENTING 

IN CANADA ON AN IMAGINED FRONTIER AFTER 1945 
 
Canada’s many regions, from the Atlantic to the Pacific to the High Arctic, provide 
many spatial contexts to evaluate family life. Family life, and fatherhood in 
particular, is one dimension that is beginning to be explored, and no study has 
explored a regional perspective.  This paper is drawn from oral history fieldwork in 
Prince George, British Columbia, in that provinces’ provincial north as well as Sault 
Ste. Marie in Ontario’s provincial north.  How did fathers from these particular 
locales imagine and recall their parenting experiences during Canada’s postwar baby 
boom era?  What role did recreational pursuits, especially with their children in an 
area removed from southern Canada play in their fatherhood histories?  With 
longer winters, and winter sports, and popular activities, like hunting and fishing in 
the warmer months, how was fatherhood re-shaped by place?  For children, too, 
growing up in the provincial north was a regional experience, and many recall the 
involvement of their fathers in situations where placed mattered:  where something 
as fundamental as male parenting often took shape within a backdrop of outdoor 
experiences that were very real for many families in constructing their lives, who 
nonetheless mobilized a nostalgic, imagined view of Canada’s north in recalling 
them in oral histories and life writing, the main primary sources for this project. 
 
Robert Rutherdale is an Associate Professor of Canadian History at Algoma 
University in Sault Ste. Marie Ontario.  He is the author of Hometown Horizons:  
Local Responses to Canada’s Great War (2004) and the co-editor of Creating Postwar 
Canada:  Community, Diversity, and Dissent, 1945-1975 (2008).  He is currently 
completing a monograph on the history of fatherhood in Canada since 1945 and 
has published articles or book chapters on this topic in Oral History Forum d’histoire 
orale, Creating Postwar Canada, the Journal of Family History, Family Matters: Papers in 
Post-Confederation Canadian Family History, Canadian Men and Masculinities: Historical and 
Contemporary Perspectives, What is Masculinity?  Historical Dynamics from Antiquity to the 
Contemporary World, and Gender and History in Canada. 
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Petra SAPUN KURTIN (University of Zagreb, Croatia) 
 

GEOCRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON REPRESENTATION 
OF NORDICITY IN CANADIAN NARRATIVES 

 
The presentation will explore representation of nordicity as an intrinsic part of 
Canadian image in transnational imagination from a geocritical perspective 
(Bertrand Westphal) and within an imagological context. What are the dynamics 
between the socio-economic derivation of the North (the Global North-South 
divide) and the representation of nordicity in Canadian narratives, and what is the 
of the "in-between position of the Canadian mind' (Kroker) and the dichotomy of 
its urban vs. rural North are some of the underlying ideas opened for exploration 
from the point of view of Central-European reception of Canadian narratives.  
�
Petra Sapun Kurtin is a PhD student of Comparative Literature and Urban 
Cultural Studies at the University of Zagreb. She was Vice-President of the 
Croatian-Canadian Academic Society (2009-2013) and one of the founding 
members of the Central European Association for Canadian Studies - Young 
Canadianists, She spent a research year as a Fulbright scholar at New York 
University (New York) and Tulane University (New Orleans) in 2011-2012, 
focusing on space & place in North-American narratives, storytelling & memory in 
community identity, representations of port cities as liminal spaces. Beside 
academic career, her professional experience includes work as a full-time editor of 
contemporary literature in publishing, freelance translator & journalist, cultural 
assistant at the Canadian Embassy, an intern at Goethe-Institute in Croatia, 
coordinator and mediator between international and local partners for cultural 
projects. She currently works as a German language instructor at the Delegation of 
the European Commission in Zagreb. 
 
 
Robert SHARP (Trans Polar Geological Consultants Inc.) 
 

THE MYSTERIES OF ELLEF RINGNES 
 
Ellef Ringnes Island lies in one of the remotest areas of the Canadian Arctic 
Islands, approximately 4,000 km NNW of Toronto, Canada.  Originally claimed by 
Norway after the island was discovered by Otto Sverdrup in 1901, it was 
relinquished to Canada in 1930 and forms part of the Queen Elizabeth Islands.  
The northern shoreline of Ellef Ringnes lies on the landward edge of a broad 
continental shelf flanking the margin of the Canada Basin within the Arctic Ocean. 
Frozen and snow covered for most of the year, a brief warm period during the 
Polar summer reveals a stark arctic landscape filled with mystery and wonder.The 
geologically young terrain, exposed on this low-lying island occupies the center of 
the large Sverdrup Sedimentary Basin.  Highland areas on the island are cored by 
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large salt-anhydrite domes which have bizarre crater-like interiors surrounded by 
steep rim-walls forming an austere and often maze-like barren landscape. 
Vegetation on the island is sparse but supports a small herd of Muskox and Peary 
Caribou.  Polar bears occasionally roam the shoreline. This presentation will 
examine the unusual and sometimes mystical landforms, geology, and wildlife of 
Ellef Ringnes Island.   
 
Robert Sharp is a professional geologist who has spent most his 43 year career 
working  on arctic geology in northern Canada and Alaska.  He was formerly the 
Chief Geologist at the Polaris Mine in the Arctic Islands and for the last 13 years 
has been Chief Geologist for Trans Polar Geological Consultants Inc. based in 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 
 
 
Heather SIMENEY MACLEOD (Grant MacEwan University, Canada) 
 

PLACE OF DARKNESS: IMPLICATIONS OF WEATHER IN 
CANADA’S NORTH 

 
Canada’s north is a considerable area, the three territories alone comprise roughly 
40% of the entire expanse of Canada. If relying upon the presence of permafrost as 
one of the various approaches of determining the northern region of Canada—
then the northern portions of seven provinces combined with the territories 
represent just less than two-thirds of Canada’s landmass. Canada’s north is a range 
of contrasts, from the taiga to the tundra. The atmosphere of Canada’s north is 
persistently shifting, as Béatrice Collignon writes concerning Innuinnait land-based 
wisdom, "change is the normal state of weather". In the north, the living—human 
and the nonhuman animal—must conduct themselves within the order of weather. 
The wayfaring improvise as they travel. The body—of the human and the 
nonhuman animal—is not detached or discreet but moves with the processes of 
land and weather. This paper examines the unexpected aspects of weather in two 
specific categories: 1. weather as an aspect of separating and maintaining the north, 
and 2. Due to the environmental crisis, weather as a force that is dismantling the 
way of being in Canada’s north. Weather no longer separates and sustains but is 
insecure and precarious, today, in a far different manner than previously 
experienced or anticipated. Through a careful examination of textual and ecological 
readings of the polar bear, I hope to reveal the profound implications of weather 
upon ways of being and living in Canada’s north. 
 
Heather Simeney MacLeod grew up throughout various regions of British 
Columbia, the Yukon, and the Northwest Territories. Heather obtained a BA from 
the University of Victoria, her Masters in Social Sciences from the University of 
Edinburgh, and her Ph. D. from the University of Alberta. She works as a sessional 
instructor at Grant MacEwan University as well as the University of Alberta. 
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Felicity SKELTON (Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom) 
 
SEX IN THE SNOW: THE RELATION OF GENDER TO NORTHERN 

IMAGERY IN THE SHORT STORIES OF LISA MOORE  
 
In Lisa Moore’s story "Grace" (from Open 2007), set in St John’s, Newfoundland, 
snow and ice are vivid presences. This is hardly surprising, given the location. 
However, the narrative patterns juxtaposing female desire with observations of the 
weather suggest "an 'ecology of the imaginary'" (Chartier, D 2007:44). For example, 
"She has made up her mind to lose her virginity. The town is buried in snowdrifts; 
it’s a white film. White" (166). In "The Stylist", also from Open, similar asyndetic 
contiguities occur. "This is what you see outside the window: hideous icicles, a row 
of fangs. You dream you kiss your [diving] coach" (2002: 138). In "Natural 
Parents", a woman spills ice-cubes over the man’s chest while they make love. This 
is man-made ice, but it forms the same conjunction of ice and body. The 
conventional depiction is of a masculine Northern battle with the elements for 
survival, in an isolated North which is feminine, cold, and dangerous, requiring to 
be subdued and penetrated by the male adventurer, in his quest for masculinity and 
self-identification. This paper will attempt to answer the question of whether 
Moore’s female protagonists are "writing back", resisting the representation of the 
North as female, the site of penetration and conquest, or whether they are 
internalising, or mimicking, masculine representation by becoming the northern 
wilderness in order to insert themselves and their sexual identity into the (Northern 
and masculine) hegemonic structure. Also, when the elements are perceived in 
relation to the male perspective, what meaning it carries. 
 
Felicity Skelton is Senior Lecturer in English Literature and Creative Writing at 
Sheffield Hallam University, UK. She is currently researching contemporary 
Canadian short fiction for a doctoral thesis. She has delivered papers at Canadian 
studies and short story conferences in Canada, the USA, India and Europe, and has 
published articles on short fiction and contributed to books on fiction and 
pedagogy. She also writes short stories and poetry. 
 
 
Tomasz SOROKA (Institute of American Studies and Polish Diaspora, 
University Krakow, Poland) 
 

NUNAVUT’S LANGUAGE POLICY: UNPRECEDENTED 
PROTECTION OF AN ABORIGINAL LANGUAGE 

 
Nunavut, created in 1999, is the largest and the youngest of all Canadian provinces 
and territories. It also has the most unique linguistic landscape in Canada – unlike 
in other Canadian provinces or territories, Aboriginal language speakers constitute 
a majority of Nunavut’s population (according to Statistics Canada, 68% reported 
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an Aboriginal language as their mother tongue in 2011). Moreover, Nunavut has 
recently adopted the most advanced language legislations (paradoxically, the only 
ones in whole Canada) aimed at protecting, strengthening, developing and 
revitalizing a Native language. The Inuit Language Protection Act and the 
Nunavut’s Official Languages Act, passed respectively in 2008 and 2009, put the 
"Inuit language" (Inuktitut and, in some parts of Nunavut, Inuinnaqtun) on a fully 
equal footing with the other two Canada’s official languages, English and French. 
This paper aims to present the language policy of Nunavut in historical and 
contemporary context. It will give a concise overview of the provisions of 
Nunavut’s linguistic laws and of the inspirations that led to their enactments. The 
effectiveness of those legislative measures will also be discussed. Furthermore, 
Nunavut’s language policies will be compared briefly to those of other Canadian 
provinces / territories and non-Canadian jurisdictions (Alaska, Greenland). 
 
Tomasz Soroka, PhD (born 1979) is affiliated to the Institute of American Studies 
and Polish Diaspora, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland. His main areas of 
interest are: Canadian language foreign policies, Canadian-British relations and 
Imperial / Commonwealth relations,. In March 2010 he obtained his Ph.D. degree 
in political science defending a doctoral thesis titled: The Role of Canada in the 
Transformation of the British Empire: Canadian-British Relations in the Interwar 
Period. He has participated in several seminars and conferences in Europe and in 
Canada (incl. the ICCS Biennal Conference in Ottawa & the International Studies 
Association conventions in Toronto and New Orleans). He’s been an awardee of 
grants offered by the International Council of Canadian Studies and Polish 
educational institutions. As a visiting scholar he’s conducted research on Canadian 
foreign affairs at the University of Ottawa and at McGill University in Montreal.  
He has also taught numerous courses on Canada. He also serves as the Secretary 
General of the Polish Association for Canadian Studies (PACS). 
 
 
Don SPARLING (Masaryk University, Czech Republic) 
 

CANADA, THE NORTH AND THE CZECH CONSUMER 
 
Czechs have had a long love affair with Canada. This is evident, for example, in the 
exceptionally large number of books by Canadian authors, or dealing with the 
country, that have been translated into Czech from as far as 1875, when Frederick 
Marryat’s The Settlers in Canada appeared in Czech. Or, to take another example, 
there is the remote, heavily wooded area in southern Bohemia that has been 
referred to for the past hundred years as "Czech Canada". The common 
denominator in these and many other cases is a view of Canada as a realm of 
pristine "nature", of Canada as the embodiment of "the North". This paper will be 
looking at several ways this is reflected currently in the Czech Republic in the 
marketing practices employed in connection with such products as "Canadian 
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stoves", "Canadian log houses", "Canadian homes", "Canadian shingles", 
"Canadian blueberries" and "Canadian cranberries", "Canadian ice wine" and 
"Canadian pet food", all of which are promoted as embodying qualities associated 
with Canada as a northern country and one with a special relationship to the natural 
world. 
 
Don Sparling attended the University of Toronto and Oxford University. After 
coming to Czechoslovakia in 1969 he lived and taught in Brno and Prague, first at 
language schools and from 1977 at the Department of English and American 
Studies, Masaryk University in Brno, where he twice served as Chair. For nine years 
he acted as Director of Masaryk University’s Office for International Studies. 
Founding President of the Central European Association for Canadian Studies, he 
is now its Treasurer. His main fields of interest include Canadian literature 
(historical fiction), multiculturalism and Native studies. His publications include ten 
textbooks of English (of which he was co-author), the cult handbook English or 
Czenglish, and numerous articles on American and Canadian literature and cultural 
studies. 
 
 
Attila TAKÁCS (University of Debrecen, Hungary) 
 

INDIGENOUS RESEARCH DILEMMA 
 
Being socialized by Indian representations in film made by Hollywood is a basis of 
stereotyping, but when we encounter films made by Native Canadian filmmakers 
(e.g. Zacharias Kunuk) we have to face certain research dilemmas as: Are we 
entitled to do Indigenous research as Whites? Do we control our research as the 
dominant group, using the mainstream research paradigms? Is it possible to 
conduct Canadian Indigenous research as members of the outsider groups? Or do 
we somehow decolonize our research? Jelena Porsanger in An Essay About 
Indigenous Methodology discusses the approach that I can adapt for myself as a 
researcher. She writes: "This requires a shift in the research paradigm: the use of 
indigenous approaches and the development of indigenous methodologies that are 
suitable for both indigenous and non-indigenous researchers".I must clearly 
identify my dual position to have a better understanding of Native and Canadian 
issues, and I must always test my knowledge within the context by avoiding 
overgeneralization and false equivalence between cultures. I myself approach 
research like Castellano (Mohawk), who writes in Indigenous Knowledges in Global 
Contexts: Multiple Readings of Our World: "I acknowledge that my understanding has 
been shaped by intercultural experience and my communication by the semantics 
of the English language. I have told my story with as much honesty as I can muster, 
but it only represents only one view of reality, a perspective that needs to be 
evaluated in the context of other stories by other members of the community". (32) 
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Attila Takács is a PhD. student at the University of Debrecen in the North 
American Program. At the same time he is teaching courses at the Eszterházy 
Károly College (e.g. Contemporary American Trends and Tendencies). His research 
interest is mainly Inuit filmmaking special focus on Zacharias Kunuk’s films (Isuma 
Company), also interested in ethnic identity, and Canadian Native Studies therefore 
he picked up various Native Studies courses through VCS (Virtual Canadian 
Studies). He is the member of CEACS. 
 
 
Irena VASSILEVA (New Bulgarian University, Bulgaria) 
 

PLAGIARISM IN ACADEMIA – EUROPEAN 
AND NORTH-AMERICAN PRACTICES 

 
The paper focuses on the practices employed by European and North-American 
universities aimed at combatting plagiarism in academia. Various regulations at 
German, UK, Bulgarian, American and Canadian universities and their 
effectiveness will be discussed and compared based on specific examples. Special 
attention will be devoted to the relatively new practices of electronic plagiarism 
predominantly from the Internet. Some key theories and research will be addressed 
on the opportunities the new technologies provide not only information retrieval 
but also for its abuse. The conclusions will propose concrete measures to address 
the problem both concerning scholars and the teaching and learning process of 
students. 
 
Irena Vassileva is Full professor of English and German. Her research interests 
are primarily directed towards cross-cultural academic communication with most 
recent focus on plagiarism in academia. She has published extensively in 
international peer-reviewed journals and collections of articles in English as well as 
in German. Vassileva hast also published three monographs. She has received a 
number of research grants in international competition and has carried out projects 
in various countries, among them the UK, Germany, Canada. 
 
 
Christl VERDUYN (Mount Allison University, Canada) 
 

THE NORTH IN SETH’S THE GREAT NORTHERN 
BROTHERHOOD OF CANADIAN CARTOONISTS 

 
This paper proposes to contribute to the 2015 CEACS conference theme by 
examining the depiction of the north in Seth’s graphic narrative The G.N.B. 
Double C: The Great Northern Brotherhood of Canadian Cartoonists (Montreal: 
Drawn and Quarterly, 2011).  Seth, pen name for Canadian cartoonist and graphic 
novelist Gregory Gallant, casts a curious eye on a host of Canadian "myths" in this 
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work, from voyageurs, canoes, coureurs de bois, and Canadian Mounted Police, to 
bears, government buildings and, of particular interest to this conference, the 
north. An unsettling blend of fact and fiction throughout the narrative 
encompasses a far-north, igloo-shaped G.N.B.C.C. archives, to which the narrator 
travels in a trek reminiscent of Glen Gould’s "Idea of North", and an Inuit 
astronaut named Kao-Kuk. The paper argues that, fact or fancy, these northern 
features in particular are the answer to one reviewer’s question "why the 49th 
parallel would represent any kind of real division in North American comics as a 
whole" (Matt, "The Canadian Cartoonists", 8 June 2014).  
 
Christl Verduyn is the Davidson Chair in Canadian Studies and Director of the 
Centre for Canadian Studies at Mount Allison University. Her research interests 
include Canadian and Québécois literatures, women’s writing and criticism, 
multiculturalism and minority writing, life writing and Canadian studies. She has 
published many articles and books in these areas, including most recently Canadian 
Studies: Past, Present, Praxis (with J. Koustas, 2012) and Critical Collaborations: 
Indigeneity, Diaspora, and Ecology in Canadian Literary Studies (with S. 
Kamboureli, 2014). Before joining the faculty at Mount Allison, Christl Verduyn 
taught at Wilfrid Laurier University (2000-2006), where she chaired the Canadian 
Studies Program, and at Trent University (1980-2000), where she was founding 
Chair of Women’s Studies (1987-90) and Chair of Canadian Studies (1993-99). She 
is a past Editor of the Journal of Canadian Studies (2009-2012) and recipient of the 
2006 Governor General’s International Award for Canadian Studies. 
 
 
Liliana VOICULESCU (Université de Pitesti, Roumanie) 
 

L’IMAGINAIRE NORDIQUE CANADIEN ENSEIGNÉ PAR 
LA LITTÉRATURE DANS LES UNIVERSITÉS ROUMAINES 

 
Notre communication part de notre expérience personnelle d’enseignement d’un 
cours de littérature canadienne francophone en master 1 pour les étudiants qui ont 
comme spécialisation principale ou secondaire la langue et la littérature françaises. 
Nous nous proposons de soulever les principaux défis et difficultés surtout en ce 
qui concerne la compréhension profonde par l’étudiant de l’imaginaire canadien en 
général et de celui nordique en particulier (la nordicité géographique, historique, 
zonale, mentale, développementale, autochtone, le Moyen Nord, le Grand Nord, 
L’Extrême Nord, etc.). Or pour essayer d’accomplir cette tâche épineuse, 
l’approche didactique de la littérature nous paraît très utile. La distance physique 
immense (qui empêche les excursions touristiques, donc la connaissance concrète 
de la réalité particulière de ce pays et de ses habitants) et les maigres informations 
que les Roumains ont du Canada sont des obstacles qui rendent difficile une 
représentation claire et palpable des mentalités et des imaginaires culturels qui font 
la richesse et l’unicité de ce pays. Nous trouvons donc qu’il est très important de se 
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demander d’où partir, quoi enseigner et surtout comment procéder pour stimuler 
l’appétit des étudiants d’aller plus loin dans l’approfondissement des études 
canadiennes (soit par des recherches pour les mémoires de master 1 et 2, voire des 
thèses de doctorat, soit simplement par le plaisir de découvrir à travers sa littérature 
un pays, un peuple, des cultures et des productions culturelles qui portent une 
marque unique : le Canada). 
 
Liliana Voiculescu est enseignante-chercheure au Département de Français de la 
Faculté des Lettres de l'Université de Pitesti (Roumanie), où elle occupe un poste 
de maître de conférences. Elle enseigne la littérature canadienne francophone 
(niveau master 1) et la communication interculturelle (niveau master 2). Titulaire 
d'un doctorat ès lettres (Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3) et docteur en sociologie 
(Université de Bucarest), elle a publié trois livres (Lexique thématique usuel roumain-
français - 2007 ; La Représentation des identités sociales dans le roman canadien contemporain. 
L’exemple de Jacques Poulin – 2011 et Société : structure, communication, identité - 2013), a 
participé en tant que co-auteur à la rédaction de deux ouvrages (Comment s’exprimer 
en toutes occasions – Guide pour mieux comprendre les Français – 2003 et Traductions 
grammaticales - 2008) et signé plus de 40 articles sur la littérature canadienne 
francophone et la littérature française. 
 
 
Linda WARLEY (University of Waterloo, Canada) 
 

CANADIAN CARTOONISTS AND THE NORTH 
 
In this paper I look at the function of the North in the imagination of Canadian 
cartoonists, specifically focusing on the first superwoman comic Nelvana of the 
Northern Lights, by Adrian Dingle and The Great Northern Brotherhood of Canadian 
Cartoonists (also called GNB Double C or GNBCC) by Seth, one of Canada’s best 
known and most popular contemporary cartoonists. Nelvana of the Northern Lights 
was a serial comic book published between 1941-1946. It is set in the far north and 
Nelvana refers to the Inuit as "my people", however she is not represented as 
indigenous but as white. She uses her superpowers to rid evil forces from the 
North. Seth’s GNBCC is a parodic collective biography of both famous and 
forgotten, both real and imagined, Canadian cartoonists. The brotherhood is 
imagined as a gentleman’s club in the fictional town of Dominion. It is in this 
building that the narrator takes us on a tour of Canadian cartoon history. But Seth 
locates the national archive of Canadian comics not in Dominion but in the Arctic, 
in a building that looks like an igloo. In representing the North (and its people) 
both Dingle and Seth draw on rigid images that continue to circulate in the popular 
imagination: ice, Eskimos in fur clothing, and dogs being prominent.  
In this paper I ask: what does the North represent in these comic books? The 
Canadian nation? Inuit land? Cultural Memory in a distinctly Canadian landscape? 
A space of danger? A space of purity? I suggest that the North is not so much a 
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setting in these texts as a flexible trope that serves as a screen upon which Canadian 
non-indigenous cartoonists can project their desires. For Dingle the North 
represents a space that needs to be protected from chaos and destruction; that 
Nelvana can rid the North of these evil forces restores order. For Seth, the North 
is a repository of cultural memory, distinctly Canadian, deeply nostalgic, but not at 
all Northern.  
 
Linda Warley teaches contemporary Canadian literature at the University of 
Waterloo. Her research focuses on Canadian life writing, including texts created by 
indigenous authors and works in graphic or other multimodal forms. Her most 
recent publication is a chapter on John Gallant’s and Seth’s collaborative 
auto/biography Bannock, Beans, and Black Tea, which appeared in Canadian Literature 
and Cultural Memory (2014). She is co-editor with Candida Rifkind of Canadian 
Graphic: Picturing Life Narratives (forthcoming 2015). Previously she co-edited and 
contributed to two other collections of essays: Tracing the Autobiographical (2005) and 
Stories, Photographs, and Meanings (2011). Her work has also appeared in journals such 
as Life Writing, a/b: Auto/biography Studies, Canadian Literature, Essays on Canadian 
Writing, and Studies in American Indian Literature.  
 
 
Allan WEISS (York University, Canada) 
 

BEYOND THE NORTH: NORDICITY IN  
CANADIAN FANTASTIC LITERATURE 

 
Contrary to the claims of some that polar themes are a common feature of 
Canadian science fiction and fantasy, the far north rarely appears in Canadian 
fantastic literature. When northern settings are used they serve various thematic 
and symbolic purposes, and are not, as has been argued, merely part of a Canadian 
obsession about the north as a fundamental element of national identity. In such 
texts as Robert Watson’s High Hazard (1929), Stephen Franklin’s Knowledge Park 
(1972), and Tony Burgess’s Pontypool Changes Everything (1998), the north is 
portrayed as an Otherworld. It is a region embodying characters’ hopes and fears, 
and above all a gateway, allowing both protagonists and readers to enter a different, 
even transcendent realm. Northern spaces  can become refuges from southern 
crises, such as nuclear or environmental disaster; pristine "New World"s allowing 
for social, scientific, and philosophical innovations; or regions where the very 
substance of the characters’ familiar universe break down. As such, the north in 
Canadian fantastic literature embodies and perpetuates a long-standing Canadian 
myth: Canada as a place of potential renewal or potential threat, and certainly a 
space where the familiar and traditional are undermined, and perhaps even 
destroyed. 
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Allan Weiss is Associate Professor of English and Humanities at York University. 
He is Chair of the Academic Conference on Canadian Science Fiction, and has 
edited three volumes of proceedings of the conferences, most recently The 
Canadian Fantastic in Focus: New Perspectives (McFarland 2014). He has 
presented papers at numerous conferences, including CEACS in Sofia in 2009, and 
has published articles on Canadian literature, fantastic fiction, and the short story in 
various journals and essay collections. His fiction—both mainstream and SF—has 
also appeared in a number of literary journals and anthologies; his story cycle Living 
Room appeared in 2001 and a new collection of stories will be published shortly. 
 
 
Dominic WILLIAMS (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom) 
 
CANADIAN KADDISHES: MOURNING NORTH, MOURNING SOUTH 
 
This paper addresses two poetic sequences by Canadian poets: Libby Scheier’s 
"Kaddish for My Father" (1999) and Isa Milman’s Prairie Kaddish (2008). These 
poets share more than an interest in referring to and reworking Jewish traditions of 
mourning. Both of them grew up in the United States and moved to Canada in 
their twenties (coincidentally, in the same year: 1975). This paper argues that their 
use of Kaddish involves an engagement with particular topographies, north and 
south of the Canadian-US border. Milman’s collection memorialises and 
investigates the Jewish community of Lipton, Saskatchewan, the only trace of 
whose existence is its cemetery. Scheier mourns her father, remembering her 
troubled family life in New York. Both of them therefore take mourning as a way 
of connecting to place and between places: Milman to a specific Canadian 
landscape and history; Scheier back across time and space to the major Jewish 
metropolis of North America. But neither can simply be located north or south of 
the border. While Milman’s work can be seen in a similar vein to Canadian works 
such as Fred Wah’s Waiting for Saskatchewan, it also traces the connections, in the 
history of Yiddish especially, between Canada and the US. Scheier’s work refers to 
a specifically American aesthetic in Allen Ginsberg’s Kaddish, but also takes its place 
among other Canadian elegies, as discussed by Priscila Uppal and Tanis 
MacDonald. Both poets therefore map a particularly Jewish geography of North 
America which is not neatly divided by national borders. 
 
Dominic Williams teaches at Liverpool John Moores University. He holds a PhD 
in Jewish Studies from the University of Leeds. He has published essays on T. S. 
Eliot, Ezra Pound, Wyndham Lewis, John Rodker, Erín Moure and Jerome 
Rothenberg, as well as on Holocaust testimony. His current research interests lie 
mainly in contemporary poetry, and in cultural representations of the Auschwitz 
Sonderkommando. He is co-editor of Modernist Group Dynamics: The Politics and 
Poetics of Friendship (2008) (with Fabio A. Durão), and of Representing Auschwitz: At the 
Margin of Testimony (2013) (with Nicholas Chare). Matters of Testimony: Interpreting the 
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Scrolls of Auschwitz (co-authored with Nicholas Chare) will be published by 
Berghahn in 2015.  
 
 
Marta WÓJCIK (Maria Curie-Sk�odowska University, Poland) 
 

"STRANGE BEAUTY" IN  
"HUNTERS OF THE NORTHERN ICE" AND THE SNOW WALKER: 

PERCEPTIONS OF THE THE ARCTIC IN CONTEMPORARY 
CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL WRITING AND FILM 

 
According to Wade Davis, "[i]n the entire annals of European exploration, few 
places were sought with more passion, few destinations were the cause of more 
tragedy and pain" than the Northwest Passage (30). However, the Canadian North, 
most notably the Arctic, has not only lured explorers and scientists. Artists have 
also been inspired by its "strange beauty," to borrow Davis' phrase (30). Margaret 
Atwood asserts that the North represented in Canadian poetry and prose has been 
associated with the female, sinister sexuality, harshness, and destructiveness. 
Atwood examines representations of the North in prose and poetry written before 
the 1980s. But how has the Arctic been represented in Canadian non-fiction and 
film created after she published Strange Things in 1995? By comparing "Hunters of 
the Northern Ice", an essay written by Wade Davis in 1998 and The Snow Walker, a 
film written and directed by Charles Martin Smith in 2003, this presentation 
discusses contemporary Canadian non-fictional writing and film centred on Arctic 
topics. Adopting an ecocritical perspective, I intend to compare and contrast the 
perception of the Arctic and the relationship between people and the natural world 
in the essay and the film. The presentation concludes that both render the Arctic as 
something more than merely the backdrop for the human drama. Moreover, I aim 
to answer the question whether the chosen material supports my thesis that the 
transformation in the approach towards nature which took place in the twentieth 
century has also affected Canadian feelings towards the Arctic.  
 
Marta Wójcik received an M.A. in American Studies, with a minor in Native 
American literature, from Maria Curie-Sk�odowska University in Lublin, Poland. 
She is a second-year doctoral student in Linguistics and Literary Studies at Maria 
Curie-Sk�odowska University in Lublin, working on a Ph.D. in perceptions of the 
North in contemporary Canadian and American environmental writing. She is a 
member of Polish Association for Canadian Studies. Her interests include 
contemporary Canadian and American literature, film, and art concerning the 
North with special emphasis on the Arctic, representations of petroleum in 
literature, film, and art depicting the area as well as ecocriticism.  
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Iwona WROSKA (Jan Kochanowski University, Poland) 
 

DECADE OF HARPER’S NORTHERN POLICY:  
ACHIEVEMENTS AND FAILURES 

 
Almost ten years ago, Stephen Harper became the Prime Minister of Canada. First 
as a head of a minority and later a head of a majority government he turned more 
political attention to the Canadian North. He recognized political and economic 
value of the region and allocated more funds for the development. As C. 
Emmerson pointed out the Arctic is a symbol of Canadian distinctiveness. From 
the very beginning, S. Harper strongly assured that the Arctic has been fundamental 
to Canada’s national identity.  In 2010   Harper declared that the protection and 
promotion of Canada's sovereignty in the Arctic a "non-negotiable priority". In 
order to meet challenges and opportunities of a changing North, he has launched a 
Northern Strategy which focuses on four priority ideas: exercising Arctic sovereignty; 
promoting social and economic development; protecting environment: and 
improving and devolving Northern governance.  In the article I would like to 
evaluate Harper’s approach to the Arctic by identifying achievements and failures 
of his strategies.  
 
Iwona Wro�ska, professor of Political Science at Jan Kochanowski University, 
Kielce Poland. She received her Ph.D and habilitation form the Silesian University, 
Poland. She was a research associate at the Institute of Political Science, Carleton 
University, Ottawa, Canada and research fellow at Cambridge, Great Britain. 
Currently she works at the Institute of Political Science of UJK in Kielce and she is 
also a member of the Polar Research Committee of the Polish Academy of Science.   
Her research focuses mainly on Canada, federalism, regionalism and the Arctic.  In 
her last book The Canadian federal system. Determinates and trends (2011) she analyses 
determining factors that shaped Canadian federalism.  
 
 
Eliza YANKOVA (University of Bremen, Germany) 
 
"WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SOME FAIRLY PROFOUND CHANGES 

TO HOW WE HANDLE IMMIGRATION" 
- STEPHEN HARPER AND (HIS) NEW CANADA 

 
Canada has the highest per capita immigration rate in the world, based on 
economic policy and family reunification, and approximately 20% of today's 
Canadian citizens were born outside Canada. Immigration has always been a 
significant factor in building Canadian multicultural society; but this racial, religious, 
ethnic and cultural pluralism has to be regulated by appropriate policies. Canada is 
credited with having exceptional experience and expertise in accommodating 
diversity, possessing unequalled understanding of the advantages that it entails and 
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of the instruments required to manage diversity in a non-violent and cooperative 
way. In Canada, between 2006 and 2013 a new citizenship guide with greater 
emphasis on Canadian history and the monarchy was issued; initiatives against the 
fraudulent acquisition of citizenship were adopted; a more demanding citizenship 
test was introduced; the citizenship ceremony was modified by requiring all 
candidates to have the face uncovered; and language requirements for citizenship 
were tightened. According to the government, these changes were intended to 
enhance the value of Canadian citizenship. In addition, over the past nine years, the 
Conservative government has fundamentally transformed Canada’s immigration 
system in order to encourage new arrivals to integrate quickly and successfully into 
the Canadian job market. The presentation has the aim to discuss the rationale 
behind the proposed changes to the immigration policy that took effect at the 
beginning of this year. By briefly outlining Canada’s immigration policy before the 
Harper government; critically analyzing past and present Conservative reforms and 
what the outcome of the reforms could mean for the future, I will try to define the 
country’s transitions from an Atlantic-centric nation of mostly European 
inhabitants to one that is more Asian, more Pacific oriented. In addition, I will 
explore the challenges behind the reforms and their impact both on the current and 
future Canadian society. 
 
Eliza Yankova was born in Sofia, Bulgaria. She has studied European Studies at 
the University of Bremen. She graduated with a MA degree in International 
Relations at the same university in 2013. In 2012 she took part in the ''Thinking 
Canada'' EU study tour. This was an incredible opportunity for her to broaden 
both her theoretical and practical knowledge outside the confines of the EU and it 
helped her gain insight into the specifics of contemporary Canada. The study tour 
increased her interest in the country and gave her the chance to experience the 
Canadian model of accommodating diversity. Ever since she has participated in 
various Canadian Studies conferences and is a member of the British, German and 
the Central European Association for Canadian Studies. 
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